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1.1 Purpose 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine and describe the 
phonology of the dialect of Grottaminarda1 . Special attention will be 
given to the interplay between the mid-orders of the vocalic system 
and the nominal morphology. 
The investigation will be conducted on both diachronic and 
synchronic axes, and an attempt will be made to present the 
phonemic inventory in generative terms. 
1.2 The Dialect 
The dialect of the village of Grottaminarda is known locally 
' 
as 'Rutes' (<grott~nse<(lingua)cryptense). Situated in South-Central 
Italy, in the Province of Avellino in Campania, the village is on the 
main highway route from Naples to Bari ~in Puglia) - a route which is 
now part of the national 'autostrada' network - and is 36 kilometres 
East of Avellino. A settlement of over seven thousand people (1971 
census figures), it is nestled on the slopes of the Ufita River valley 
at an altitude of approximately 400 metres above sea level on the 
Western side of the Apennines. The area is lightly populated and being 
of rather rugged terrain, presents few expanses of arable land. Prior 
to completion of the 'autostrada' some 10 years ago, the villagers 
seemed primarily to have been occupied in little better than 
1. Reference will also be made from time to time to data recorded 
in the AIS (see bibliography) from the two closest villages to Grotta, 
p. 723, Montefusco, 13 km. west and p. 725, Trevico, 22 km. east. 
(See Maps 1 and 2). Data will also be presented from Napoletano, most 
of which was ob~ained from Mrs. Rosa Maria Rossi. 
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Map 1. Dialectal Zones of Italy 
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subsistence farming in addition to tending small flocks of sheep 
and pigs. With the improved lines of coIIlllltm.ication to the bigger 
centres, tourism contributes partially to the villagers livelihood as 
well as production of sheeps'-milk cheese and prepared sausages. As 
with many other less prosperous villages of Southern Italy, 'Rota' 
(local na~) has lost families by emigration. The last movement 
appears to have been in the late f if ti.es when one group went to 
Canada and another to Australia. For all this the population has 
largely remained stable. It appears that income from· expatriate EEC 
workers has arrested further departures. 
1.3 The Informant 
Our account is based almost entirely2 on the speech of 
Mrs Maria Salza (nee Guarino) aged 35, who came to Canberra from her 
nat"ive village 16 years ago. · Up to that time she spent all her life 
in the village, had minimal education (primary) and did not and does 
not speak Italian, although of course she understands it completely. 
Both her parents and grandparents were natives of the village (only 
her mother survives) and spoke only dialect. On her arrival in 
Australia, she stayed several years with an uncle and aunt from the 
village and married a man from a village 7 km. distant from 
Grottaminarda. They speak dialect at home although both are quite 
fluent in English. There are more than 6 families from the village 
in Canberra who are in constant contact. The informant has never 
been back to Italy although other Grottaminardans here have made 
several visits there. 
2. We have also used data collected at Edmonton, Alberta in 1971 
during interviews with Pina Clericuzio who at that time was 23 years 
old and had been in Canada for 12 years . They spoke only dialect at 
ho~. We taped several of these sess i ons. 
1.4 Elicitation Procedure 
Latin word lists were compiled containing words with all the 
possible Latin vowel phonemes (long and short, free and checked, 
stressed and unstressed). The cognate Italian reflexes were then 
sought and the informant was asked the Rutts equivalent of these 
4 
Italian words. In some cases the Rut[s and Italian words were not cognate 
; 
and the Proto-form (and thus proto-phonemes) was re-constructed from the 
modern reflex. In other cases the Italian word had no direct equivalent 
in Rutes and the informant asked for the English gloss - from which she 
supplied the dialect form, if one existed. The consonant phoneme invent-
ory w~s obtained incidentally, as it were, from the vowel-oriented lists. 
1.5 Italian Dialects : Place of RutJs within them 
Dante was the first to recognise distinctions between the 
regional varieties of the Italian vernacular sufficient to divide the 
country into fourteen dialectal regions. In more recent times, 
3 
scholars have drawn more general boundaries and the majority make 
three major divisions although there is some disagreement as to the 
membership within these groups. In all accounts, however, there is 
mention made of a distinct Northern Italian group. Other common 
headings are Southern, Central and Tuscan. Further evidence to 
support the separation of the Northern dialects from the rest is 
offered by Walther van Wartburg's (1967) 'La Spezia-Rimini' 
3. Authors consulted were: Bertoni passim; Grandgent pp. 6-7; Meyer-
Llibke p.12; Wiese p. 148. 
5 
hypothesis 4 . The remainder of peninsular Italy may be divided into 
the Tuscan dialect region , characterised by extreme conservatism, 
especially in the consonantism, with paradigmatic 5 diphthongisation 
of the free stressed lower mid vowels (see below), and the Central 
and Southern groups. The latter heading, designated Area Con Map 1, 
6 
oversimplifies the picture somewhat for expositional purposes as 
further elaboration would be beyond the scope of this paper. Our 
interest lies in the group we have called Central and identified on 
Map 1 as Area B - it coincides basically with Lausberg's Neapolitan 
' type, - wherein Rutes falls. We classify dialects as Central when 
they satisfy two basic conditions, concerned with the reflexes of 
Latin vowels:-
1) 
i) a 4 degree stressed vowel paradigm 
ii) the raising of higher-mid and diphthongising of lower-mid 
stressed vowels under conditions to be explicated below 7. 
i.e., i 
~ 
e 
a 
u 
0~ 
high 
higher-mid 
lower-mid 
low 
4. The Northern or so-called Gallo-Italian dialects typically retain 
final -s of Latin Accusative Plural as plural marker for notm.s, and 
voiceless intervocalic stops undergo lenition. Together with French, 
Spanish, Proven~al, Portuguese, Catalan and Rheta-Romance they form 
Western Romance. South of this line fall the tongues he calls Eastern 
Romance. 
5. Often called unconditioned (see Meyer-Lllbke). 
6. An exhaustive treatment of the Southern dialects is to be found by 
consulting the works of Lausberg and Rensch (see biblio.) 
7. Some dialects show a conditioned change in the low vowel also - see 
Rohlfs, I. p. 16. 
I 
I 
r 
I 
\ 
\ 
'8 
' 
'Raddoppiamento' 
iub>mm; nd>nn 
'-... 
-- ----- --- ---- __.-
(adapted from Von Wartburg 1967) 
mp>mb;nt>nd 
6 
pl>[kj]<cl (adapted fr om Devoto and Giacomelli 1975). 
Map 2. General Traits of Central Italian Dialects 
7 
1.6 The Consonantism of Central Dialects: Some General Traits 
The whole of this region is characterised by lag assimilation 
8 
of voiced stops to homorganic nasals , i .e. , mb>nnn and nd>nn. This 
change has diffused also to the southern area of the Tuscan region 
and the northern area of the Southern dialect region. A similar 
assimilatory change, affecting again the manner of articulation with 
assimilation being only partial, occur s with voiceless stops preceded 
by nasals. The territorial diffusion of this habit is less extensive 
than that of the preceding one (see Map 2 and connnents under Rutes 
consonantism). A third feature of a large part of the region, the 
southern half (see Map 2), is one it shares with the Southern group. 
Latin voiceless stop plus lateral clusters all merge into a sound 
we transcribe as [;] 9 , and shall discuss further below (Sect. 6.2.1) . 
8. Attributed by sub-stratists such as von Wartburg to the influence 
of 'osco-umbrian' speech habits. 
9. Cf. Portuguese: chuva<pluv ia, chave<cl~ve (also chama<flamma) -
ch=[J], and Spanish: lluvia<pluvia llave<clave (llama<flamma)-11 = [A] 
where merger occurs only in word initial position . 
8 
CHAPTER TWO 
' DIACHRONY I - CONSONANTS: RUTES REFLEXES OF LATIN PHONEMES 
2.1 Initial 
2.1.1 Labials: 
Latin ' Rutes Gloss 
/p/ /p/ 
u 
pilu pel hair 
u portu puart 10 (/p;:;rtI./) · port 
pelle pt:l skin 
V 
pisce peJ fish 
/b/ /v/ 
u buscu vusk (/voskl/) 10 wood 
bucca vok mouth 
I 
V 
bibere vev to drink 
Note: There are a few words which retain initial [b] and we refer to 
them in Section 6.3 below. 
/f / /f / 
I I 
~go facio ia fats 
'.J 
I do/make 
\.I focu fuaklO fire 
/v/ /v/ 
10 
votu vut (/votI/) vow 
voce voe voice 
u 
verme verm worm 
10. Our citation forms are presented in phonetic rather than phonemic 
transcription. Sometimes the two are identical. When they differ we 
have given some sample phonemic representations. The rem:1inder may be 
established by reference to chapters III and VI below and are listed 
in phonemic form in the Appendix. 
9 
Latin ' Rutes Gloss 
/m/ /m/ 
I 
\.J 
mittere met to place 
v 
manu man hand 
/pl/ /;/ 
plena t;en full 
4,/ plumbu ~umm (/tommI/) 10 lead 
/bl/ /j I 
blonda jonn blonde 
blancu jank white 
/fl/ / j / 
/ 
' flumara jumar river 
flatu jat breath 
V flocca j::>k flake 
/pr / /pr/ 
/ 
. 10 presbyter pr1avat priest 
/br/ /vr/ 
bracchiu vrats arm 
'--' 
' 10 V broccoli *brocculu vruakal 
/fr/ /fr/ 
' frigidu £rid cold 
2 .1. 2 Dentals~ /ti / t/ 
..., 
terra ter earth 
IJ 
. mblO tempu t1a time 
I 10 
*tor' lu tuarl yolk 
10 
Latin / · Rutes Gloss 
/d/ /r I 
I,,) dulce roe sweet 
dote rot dowry 
dente r€nd tooth 
I 
d1cere ric to say 
/r/ /r/ 
I.I 10 
red russu rus 
Note: The mergers of Latin /b/, /v/ as Rut es /v/ and La tin·/ d /, / r / 
as /r/ are almost complete; for exceptions see Section 4.4 . 
/1/ /1/ 
I.) 1· 10 bed lectu 1.et 
Isl Isl 
u serp snake serpe 
/n/ /n/ 
V 
night nocte n::>t 
/tr/ /tr/ 
' 
*tropare ' truva to find 
/sp,st,sk/ /sp, st,sk/ 
V 10 dirty sporcu spuerk 
V 
crooked storta st;:,rt 
schola sbl school 
/spl, skl/ /Jk/ 
spluma Jkum foam 
sclaffu Jkaf slap 
2.1.3 Velars: /k/ + a,o,u /k/ 
V kuern 10 horn cornu 
' calidu k.aver co ld 
I 
, 10 
cultellu kurtial kni f e 
Latin 
/k/ + i,e 
I 
cimice 
, 
cedere 
/g/ + a,o, u 
gatta 
gallu 
, 
I 
*gubitu( <cubi tu) 
I 
ganeone 
Rutes 
/c/ 
cimec 
cer 
¢>/v/ 
at 
(v)al 
10 
vut 
, 
vaAon 
11 
Gloss 
bedbug 
to yield 
cat 
rooster 
elb ow 
boy 
Note: The question of Latin /g/ before back vowels and its reflexes 
in RutJs is somewhat complicated and will be discussed in detail 
in section 6.3 below. 
I 
/g/ + e,i ) /j / 
) 
/d/ + i +vowel) 
) 
/i/ + vowe l ) 
generu 
diurnu 
jener 
. 10 Jurn 
,v 
l.OCU . klO JU8 
I , 
brother-in- law 
day 
game 
Note: i) generu: cf. p. 723 AIS (K.33) [o y~nner 0 ] , p. 725 
U V , ] I [l sy~nere and Napol [jennere]. 
I 
ii) Cases such as /doven/(< iuvene 'young) and /d6veri/ 
(<Iovis die 'Thursday) seem to be borrowings from 
Italian- <il tendency reported by Rohlfs (I, p. 211) 
as occurring sporadically throughout the 'Mezzogiorno'. 
/kl/ /y/ 
*clovu 10 tuev nail (metal) 
I 
(e)clesia ~es church 
/gl/ I j I 
glacie jac ice 
Latin 
/kr/ 
u 
cruce 
/gr/ 
v grossu 
I Rutes 
/kr/ 
kroc 
/(g)r / 
rues 
12 
Gloss 
cross 
big 
grutta(*<crtpta) rot 'Grottaminarda' 
Note: In predicate use the adjective requires initial /g/, whereas 
in attributive position it is omitted. Cf. perhaps the 
intermediate stage in p. 725 AIS [yrw~ss 0 ]. 
/k/ + u + a,o , /kw/ 
I 
quattuor kwat four 
I kwand quanti how many 
/k/ + u + i ,e, / k/ ( / c/) 
/ 10 V 
*(e)ccu-illu kir that 
quie t ci t 10 que t u 
Note: We suggest that the general pattern is set by [kir], i.e., that 
by the time the [w] element had disappeared, the palatalisation 
of [k] to [c] had ceased. In the case of [cit] the [w] must 
have disappeared very early. Cf. Italian [kwello] and [keto]. 
2.2 Medial 
2.2.1 Labials: 
/p/ 
I 
nipote 
/p/ 
napo t 
I / 
grandson 
Note: Words like [povar](<paupere) and [viJkav](<(e)piscopu) are 
borrowings from N. Italy via Italian. 
/b/ /v / 
, 
carbone 
bove 
/v/ 
, 
karavon 
V-;)V 
coal 
ox 
13 
Note: The diphthong [au] (primary or secondary) is als o a source of 
Rutes /v/. ' ~ / Thus: illa aur ic'la>la avric'la>la vre~. Medially 
/ 
there are: calidu>cal'du>caudu>kavar(a) with vowel epenthesis 
to prevent an unacceptable cluster. Rohlfs (I, p. 67) attributes 
the au>av tendency to Greek influence i n many cases. A third 
/ 
V 
source of dialect /v/ appears in such examples as : vidua>verav(a) 
'widow', where the epenthesis of a [v] prevents hiatus (See 
discussion of Velars below and section 6.3). 
Latin 
, 
Rutes Gloss 
/f / /f/ 
scrofa s krof sow 
Note: Words containing th is sound are not native to Latin, which had 
/b/ in 'naturalised' words; they are borrowings from the Osco-
Umbrian dialects, and abound in the toponymy of the area. 
/ml Im/ 
-name nom name 
/pl/ /~/ 
I 
copula twin 
/bl/ /bj/ot /A/(converg. with 
V 
1 + i + vowel) 
f ib' la fibj a buckle 
neb I la nEA fog 
/f(f)l/ I JI 
suf flu SU JlO blowing 
/pr I /br / met athesis 
capra krap goat 
febre f r cv fever 
14 
Latin 
, 
Rutes Gloss 
/p/ 
\,I 
/c/ + i + vowel 
I 
sapio sac 
/b} v i + vowel 
/v/ 
I habeo ad I have 
I 
cavea kad cage 
/mp/ /mb/ 
V 
. mblO time tempu tia 
/mb/ /mm/ 
V 10 lead plumbu t;umm 
/m/ " In.I + i + vowel 
..L 
*vindimia . "' vannin grape- harvest 
2.2.2 Dentals /t/ /t/ 
-vite vi t vine 
/d/ /r/ (cf. Tagliavini,p.106) 
nidu nir nest 
*r£dica rar ak root 
/s/ Isl 
-nasu nas nose 
/r/ /r/ 
V 
nora n::>r sister-in-law 
/1/ /1/ (sporadically /r/) 
, 
dolore ralor pain 
I 
I.I 
medlar *nespula nc: spar 
/n/ In/ 
cane kan dog 
I, 
Latin 
/t'l/ 
vet'lu 
/tr/ 
V 
vitru 
/sp//st/ 
V 
rospu 
V tosta 
/sk/ + a,o,u 
u frescu 
/ Rutes 
It/ 
. 10 
viey 
metathesis 
. 10 
vrit 
/sp//st/ 
10 
ruesp 
tos t 
Gloss 
old 
glass 
toad 
hard 
/fk/ (?) (See 2.3 below) 
cool 
15 
/sk/ + e,i /J/ 
pisce peJ fish 
/str / 
u 
nostra 
/sc'l/ 
/ 
misc'lare 
/r/ + cons 
u furnu 
/ 
Carbone 
/1/ + cons. 
/ 
'-' scalpellu 
V dulce 
/ 
*calceone 
/st/ 
nost 
I ]k/ 
a) remains 
f 10 urn 
b) vowel epenthesis 
I k.aravon 
a) /r / 
/ 10 
skarpiel 
our 
to mix 
stove 
coal 
chisel 
b) ¢ (vocalised and absorbed?) 
roe sweet 
c) >u>/v/ with epenthesis 
(Cf. Labials above and Rensch 
§§201-6). 
I k.avetson shoe 
-
2. 2. 3 Velars 
Latin 
/t/ + 
V 
i + vowel 
I 
*poteo 
/d/ + 
V 
i + vowel 
I 
hodie 
V 
/s/ + i + vowel 
/ basiu 
v 
Ir I + i + vowel 
/ 
denariu 
V 
/1/ + i + vowel 
I palea 
V 
/n/ + i + vowel 
I 
rineone 
/nt/ 
dente 
/nd/ 
/ 
vendere 
/k/ + a,o,u 
I 
-pecora 
/k/ + i,e 
I 
sorice 
/g/ + a,o,u 
/ 
a(u)gustu 
/ 
*fragula 
V / 
fatigare 
16 
I Rutes Gloss 
/ts/ 
\J 
p~ts I can 
~ 
I j I 
v~j today 
Isl 
vas kiss 
/r / 
ranar money 
/A/ 
paA straw 
/n/ 
. - , kidney r1non 
/nd/ 
rend tooth 
/nn/ 
vsnn to sell 
/k/ 
pekar ewe 
/c/ 
I • sor1c mouse 
¢ or /v/ or /j/ (See above 
and sect. 6.3 below) 
/ 10 
aust August 
fraval strawberry 
fatija to work 
(Rohlfs I, 
p.299). 
-
Latin 
/g/ + i, e 
/ 
fugire 
/ 
- V tegella 
' 
suger 
/kl/ 
/ 
peduc'lu 
/gl/ 
rctg' la 
I 
1l: si(n) glutiu 
I Rutes 
/ j / 
' fuji 
tije1 
suar 
I~/ 
10 
paru~ 
17 
Gloss 
or (/J 
to flee 
pan (oven) 
cork 
louse 
/ ii (confusion with /1/ + 
I 
ara A 
, l I 10 
Slt\UtS 
+ vowel) 
braying 
hiccough 
/ I' u (cf. p. 723 AIS [sw,uttsa]; p. 725 AIS [saAutts ]) 
/nk/ /ng/ [ l)k] /nk/ 
u longa l:)nk long 
V 
*cinque cink five 
/gn/ a) /in//a~(cf. 18) below) 
agnu ain lamb 
V 
l 
. ;[+hi l b) /ni/ -midj-(See sect.3.4.3) 
*pugna 
I 
V ligna 
/gr I 
/ 
*negru 
V 
I • punia 
c) /van/ 
levan 
/var/ (Cf. / gn/) 
. 10 
niavar 
/k/ + i + vowel /ts/ 
' bracchiu 
f ' . acio 
1...,1 
vrats 
"-' 
fats 
fist 
wood (fire) 
black 
arm 
I do/make 
V Note: This is the same reflex as Latin /t/ + i + vowel. Rensch (§228) 
observes that this merger occurs throughout Southern Italy. 
18 
Latin I Rutes Glo~s 
V V 
/g/ + i + vowel /j/ (Cf. (/~+ i + vowel ) 
I 
V 
corrigia kurej belt 
2.3 Palatalisation of /s/ before a Voiceless Stop 
In treating the phenomenon in general, the following connnent by 
Rohlfs is of major importance for the present discussion: 
1f V 
... s nel Mezzogiorno compare sempre soltanto limitatamente in zone 
pi~ grandi o pi~ piccole, ma mai con diffusione completa su un 
ampio territorio, e inoltre non sempre si trova davanti a tutte 
le consonanti (I, p. 258): 
We note above in section 2.2.2 that in Rut~s unconditioned 
palatalisation occurs only noq-initially before /k/. 
Rohlfs (loc. cit.) states that in Campania s>J before /p/ and /k/ 
but not before /t/. Our informant for Napoletano always gave J + p/k, 
but sometines gave J + t! In Cilento (S. Campania) he says s>J 
especially before /k/, seldom before /p/ and never before /t/. 
Our examination of the entries in the AIS for the points 723 and 
725 reveal that the former shows palatalisation before /p/ and /k / 
only, whilst the latter shows no palatalisation whatsoever. 
Thus in Central Italy the minimal palatalisation environment 
is before 'k'. It seems possible that its appearance here may be 
linked with the evolution of s + k before 'i/e'. (see 2.2.2 above and 
RSpr II, p. 49). 
However sporadic the phenomenon may be, wherever it occur s, 
excluding Rut~s, there appears to be an 'all and only' condition on 
the functioning of the process. It is indeed puzzling tha t t his 
condition does not appear to hold for Rut~s. If all s>J before /k/ 
we could assert plausibly that Grottaminarda is in a transition zone 
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between (almost) complete palatalisation to the west and Naples, and 
the absence of it to the east and Central Puglia. This is not the 
case, however, and the limitation to a non-initial environment, and 
then not always, seems to defy explanation. A closer examination 
of all the relevant data - vusk 'wood', freJk 'cool', veJkav 'bishop' 
- few though they are, seems to indicate a possible phonetic condit-
ioning factor, namely the preceding front vowel. This solution 
would certainly account for our data, although we can only propose it 
tentatively, lacking more corroborative evidence. 
We considers > JI ~kl (pp. 10 and 15 above) as being 
conditioned in the form of an antic ipatory assimilation to the 
following 'l' which appears to have palatalised in the formative 
years of the Romance vernaculars in much of Romania. In Rut~s this 
'l' was either absorbed or subsequently disappeared. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
, 
DIACHRONY II - VOWELS - RUTES REFLEXES OF LATIN PHONEMES 
3.1 The Stressed Vowels 
The modern Rutes reflexes of the Latin stressed vocalic system 
may be expressed schematically by the fo llowing metachronic 
equation: 
\,J 
-
V V V u 2) Class. Latin i i e e a a 0 0 u 
I V f V 1· ·v I Central Ital i e s a 0 0 
. R , 11 i.e., utes 
These are, of course, also the vowel phonemes of Modern Standard 
Italian. In some respects the evolution of the two vowel systems 
(Standard Italian and Central Italian) show parallel developments. 
If we restrict ourselves to the Central Campanian area of the 
Central region (using Neapolitan data at this stage) which is the 
emphasis of this paper, then the extreme vowels (both high and low) 
show the same modern reflexes : 
3) La.tin Italian Napolet. Gl os s 
i i i 
vinu vina vina wine 
u 
I 
u 
..,. 
spiga Spika ear(of corn) spica 
-u u u 
uva uva uva grape 
fumu fume fuma smoke 
11. We intend in no way to give the impression that these changes 
are unique to our Central Italian region , indeed, they represent 
the Vulgar Latin stage of development embodying the mergers 
that set the stage for further developments in all Western Romania. 
-
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Latin Italian Napolet. Gloss 
- V 
a a a a 
nasu naso nasa nose 
" ape ape apa bee 
V lacte latte lat ta milk 
It is in the evolution of the mid-vowels that the two systems diverge. 
The following data serve to illustrate one of these divergences: 
4) "' fele fjcle fcla gall (f) 
car (d) e kwore kora heart (m) 
V 
vcrme vcrma worm (m) verme 
V (f) serpe scrpe scrpa snake 
\,J (f) rota rwota rota wheel 
V petra pjS tra pr€ta stone (f) 
\,I (f) terra terr a tcrra earth 
V (f) porta porta porta door 
vet' la vckkja vckkja old (f) 
v 
wheels (f) rotae rwote rota 
V dormo dormo dorma I sleep 
We note that the characteristic iunconditioned' diphthongisation of 
the free lower mid (stressed) vowels of Italian (cf. French and 
Castilian) appears to be absent from Neapolitan. 
Consider again: 
5) Latin Italian Napolet. Gloss 
cor(d)i kwori kwora hearts (m) 
vet'lu w:kkj 0 vjskkja old (m) 
V lectu let to ljctta bed (m) 
u focu fwoko fwoka fire (m) 
Latin 
V 
collu 
V ' 
verm1 
/ 
V -dormis 
Italian 
k~llo 
~rmi 
Napolet. 
kw~lla 
vjerma 
dw~rma 
Gloss 
neck (m) 
worms (m) 
You sleep 
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We see immediately that the diphthongisation pointedly absent in the 
Neapolitan data of 4) is here present in all the Neapolitan examples 
even when Italian does not allow it. If we had only the modern 
dialect as our source of information, the conditions under which 
Neapolitan has diphthongisation would be lost - the possible cause 
being obfuscated by the neutralisation of all word-final vowels. 
Although the examples in 5) are all masculine and show diphtongisation, 
there are two items in 4) which are also masculine but don't have 
diphthongs. A clue is provided by the morpheme that has allomorphs 
in both 4) and 5) - It. verme-vermi. The conditioning factor seems to 
be provided in the Proto-Language or Latin forms in the shape of the 
- V V final (or last syllab le) high vowels -i (i) and -u, which in effect 
seem to exert an 'umlaut' influence. 
3.2 Umlaut: General and Romance Manifestation 
We have previously referred to 'umlaut' influence only in 
connection with the diphthongisation of certain stressed vowels. This 
is indeed a singular type of result for this type of anticipatory 
assimilation. Again the conditioning environments are rather tmusual. 
Generally the phenomenon, a case of partial anticipatory assimilation 
at a distance, is identified with the familiar changes in the 
Germanic dialects, described by the term's originator, 
23 
b . 12 Jako Grimm. 
The evidence of incipient umlaut influence appears in Latin a? early 
. 13 
as Late Imperial times. The following examples are quoted by 
14 F. Schlirr and H. Llidtke and illustrate: 
6) CL VL Gloss 
feci fici I made 
veni vini I came 
I,.) 
bestia bistia animal, beast 
V 
ostium ustium door 
1egi ligi I chose, collected 
sedi sidi I sat down 
These data illustrate I-Umlaut with a raising effect. The same 
tendency was continued (or inherited) in Old French and in Spanish 
but absent from Italian, especially in the Perfect tense: 
7) CL OF Sp Ital Gloss 
feci je fis hice feci I made 
- ..,.. 
veni je vine vine venni I came 
- "T" tenui je tine tenni I held 
12. The phenomenon is often referred to as I-Umlaut and the 
assimilation is in the form of fronting or raising of s t ressed vowels, 
e.g., OHG helfan:hilfis, gast:gesti,loch:lochir (MHG 18cher) ,<lurch: 
durchil (MHG dlirkel). Cf. English foot:feet, man:men. Old Norse also 
also showed U-Umlaut (see Bloomfield 1935, p. 381) as did Old 
English (King 1969, p. 61). See Icelandic in Anderson ( 19 74, p. 141 ff) . 
13. Compared to its appearance several centuries later, in the 
Middle Ages, in West and North Germanic. 
14. La diphtongaison romaine", p. 119 footnote l; Die strukturelle 
Entwicklung der romanischen Vokalismus, p. 77. Both have taken their 
examples from Schuchardt's Der Vokalismus des Vulgllrlatein. 
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CL OF Sp Ital Gloss 
*presI je pris prise (0Sp) presi I took 
*quesI je quis quise ----- I sought/ 
loved 
(re)posui je repus puse posi I (re)placed 
The umlauted first person forms originally alternated with non-umlauted 
third person forms but were subsequently analogically levelled with 
the raised-vowel form being generalised. Portuguese, however, still 
shows, in some strong perfects, the developing vowel alternations 
to which we have alluded: 
8) CL:I Sg III Sg Ptg: I Sg III Sg 
u I\ fecI fee.it fiz fez 
"T" V I\ posui posuit pus pos 
*potuI 
.:.., 
potuit pude I\ pode 'to be 
able' 
It is Portuguese again that furnishes examples of a type of umlaut 
influence not seen elsewhere in Western Romance as the following 
15 
examples show: 
(9) CL Ptg. Gloss 
V 
a) ipsu isso that (neut) 
totu tudo all, everything 
\J I\ [meou] fear metu medo 
1,./ I\ [ f oyu] focu fogo fire 
15. Data from 9)a) are taken from C. Blaylock's "Hispanic Metaphony", 
II p. 265, and 9)b) from Schurr p. 203. Metaphony is a term, fully 
explained in Blaylock's article, generally used by Romance linguists 
writing in languages other than German to refer to Umlaut in Romance. 
,, 
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CL Ptg. Glos s 
/ 
tra(ns) vers u " b) travess o naugh ty (masc ) 
I 
tra(ns) versa t r avessa [ t r af3t s u] II ( f em) 
mort(u) u " morto dead (m. s g) 
mort(u)os mortos [mor t uJ) II (m . pl) 
Here we see that U-Umlaut has exerted a ra ising e ffec t on the stre ssed 
vowels and taken on a mor phological, a lthough redtmdant, r ol e. 
I-Umlaut, it appears, was limited in its i nfluence largely to 
fossilised forms of the Perfect tense a s shown in 7) and 8) . The 
choice of 's' as the plural marker (See f ootnote 3 above) precluded 
I-Umlaut assuming a wider morphophonologica l role - the early 
neutralisation of final syllable Latin ' u' and 'o' seems to have 
had the sane negative effect for U-Umlaut i n most of Western Romance. 
The rest of the Romanc e languages show s ome type of umla ut influence , 
however vestigial. In South Sardinian the process is widespread , 16 
many Gallo-Italian dialec ts s how i ts e ffec t and its role i n the 
evolution of the Romanian d i phthongs i s far - r eaching. 17 
The fore-going brie f sketch i s a n a t tempt to stress two points -
that umlaut may be described a s a pan-Romance phenonenon, at least 
in the formative stages of the Romance l anguages - and that where the 
process is still productive, it has not been phonologised , r a t her the 
alternations it produces are r edundant s ince t he condit i oning factors 
are still present. Herein l i e s the maj or difference , we main t ain, 
between what we have called pan-Romance umlaut and what we shall cal l 
Neapolitan umlaut. 
16. H. Lausberg, Romanische Sprachwissenschaft 1 I , p. 168 ; Llldtke, p. 89; Blaylock, p. 264. 
17. Lausberg, I, pp. 170-1; Lildtke , p. 97. 
i 
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Our non-Neapolitan Romance data have illustrated umlaut of the 
raising type. We shall next f urnish examples of t he same pr6cess in 
Neapolitan. 
3.3 Neapolitan Upper Mid-Stres sed Vowels 
In 2) above we indicated that t he Latin high lax and mid tense 
vowels merged in both Standard Italian and Neapolitan (i. e., 
Central Italian including Rutes) . The r eflexes in llllconditioned 
environments indicate this parallel development: 
10) Latin Italian Neapol. Gloss 
V 
nive neve neve snow (f) 
u r pe f e pisce peJe fish (m. sg) 
cera cera cera wax (f ) 
crescit kreJe kreJ a he grows 
V 
walnut (f) nuce noce noca 
V bucca bokka v okka mouth (f) 
, 
/ 
carbone karbone gravone coal (m) 
, 
/ A 
cogn.oscit konoje kunoJa he knows 
When, however, we examine data displaying umlaut environments , the 
results are divergent: 
11) V piru 
V 
pisci 
sebu 
tectu 
, 
genuc' lu 
\J plum.bu 
/ 
carboni 
sorsu 
pero 
peJi 
sevo 
tetto 
din6kkj 0 
pjombo 
karb6ni 
sorso 
pirt? 
. (' 
piJ a 
siva 
titte 
, 
danuk.kje 
kj umme 
_, 
gravrme 
surtsa 
V 
pear-tree (m) 
fish (m. pl) 
suet (m) 
roof (m) 
knee (m) 
lead (m) 
coals (m. pl) 
sip (m) 
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We may now extend the equation expressed i n 2) above to include the 
conditioned reflexes shown in 5) and 11) ab ove: 
I.I V V u V 12) CL i i e e a a 0 0 u 
:' 1 ,'v /1 V [\ V ' \ I ,, I I \ I / I Neapol. l • 1 8 I a I o' 0 ' \ 11 I / e ' \ / 
' 
I I (tm.cond) I / I " \ I / I I I 
' I / \ I I ' \ 
" \ 
u 
[\ 
U I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~,/ t' 'V ~ . ,,, '~ ..... Neapol. i ic: a ~ u 
(cond) 
We have renamed the modern reflexes as Neapolitan as they are t he ones 
represented in our data so far. Our decision to do so was lar ge ly 
motivated by our desire to present at least some data from a dial ec t 
already investigated (and which we verified independently through our 
Neapolitan informant) . , Rutes reflexes differ only slightly in that 
they show a fur ther evolution of t he lower-mid s tressed vowels tm.der 
umlaut conditions - an evolution tha t may be presumed to have gone 
through the fo llowing stages from the evidence furn ished by various 
neighbouring dia lects: 
13) I 
> 
0 > 
II 
• I l.8 
I 
U;) 
> 
> 
III 
I 
ie 
I 
~ 
IV 
I 
> ia 
> 1ia 
V 
> ia 
> ua 
VI 
> (i) 
> ( u) 
Stage VI indicates the phase r eached by some dialects of the regi on, 
throughout Puglia, Abruzzo, Basilicata and Calabria18 - a s i tuation 
that as yet does not obtain in Rut Js, although in a llegro speech the 
schwa is only just audible at times. 
3.4 I Rutes Unstressed Vowels 
All the tm.stressed vowels in the dialects tm.der study , wi th the 
18. G. Rohlfs, Grannnatica Storica ... , I, p. 127. 
" 
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exception of 'a' (<a, a) may weaken to the indistinct central vowel 
schwa - as they may in the whole area we have designated as 
Neapolitan. This tendency is more frequent with front rather than 
back vowels, however. 
3.4.1 Prestressed Vowels 
The four front vowels seem to merge regularly to schwa, thus: 
14) C.L. Rute's Gloss 
/ 
.. 10 i directu rarit right 
' V i videre vare to see 
I 
e denariu ranar money 
/ 10 V V V I louse e *peduc lu paruy 
There are some cases when the reflex is no t a weakening and 
centring but rather a raised vowel 'i'. This always occurs before 
a palatal element and thus we att ribute t he seemingly exceptional 
evolution to anticipatory as similation to the fol lowing high-tongue 
position: 
15) C.L. I Rutes Gloss 
' v .. ' disiun.u r1Jun fast 
I 10 V Si/\Jts si(n)glutiu hiccough 
V 
' V - fatijJ fatigare to work 
A further case of assimilation, both lag and anticipatory, appears to 
affect the evolution of C.L. 
of a labial conscnant: 19 
19. Cf. Rohlfs, I, p. 169. 
I.I 
'i' and 1 V 1 e when they ar e in the vicinity 
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(16) C.L. ' Rutes Gloss 
' V.,.. V (um)biliculu I vulikal navel 
V .L I 10 
vescica vusik bladder 
' 
V 
. ' blastimare Jastuma t o blaspheme 
The four back vowels also merge, but less of t en t o schwa. The more 
frequent reflex appears to be the high back vowe l ' u ' : 20 
(17) C.L. , Rutes Glos's 
/ 
- -
' change u mutare muta t o 
/ 
, 10 V V V knife u cultellu kur t ial 
' V v -
' Sunday 0 domenica rumenak 
Note: 
' V -do lore r a lor pain 
I 
V - lung pulmone permon 
In some cases there is a tendency for the se back v owel s to open to 
'a' - we cannot, in light of t h e evidenc e , see the rea son f or this 
change: 
(18) C.L. ' Rutes Gl os s 
' v cognatu ka inc1t brother-in-law 
I 
V -r 
occidere ac:f.r t o kill 
I 
u ..... 
' uncinu ancin hook 
The low vowel 'a' is t he only one t ha t is consistently preserved in 
pre-tonic position: 
20. Cf. Romanian in Lausberg , I, p . 203. 
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19) C.L. 
, 
Rutes Gloss 
, 
f '110 v-*phaseoli asu beans 
, 
, 
windpipe cannarone kanaron 
The Latin diphthong 'au' normal ly me r ged fai r ly early with the lower 
v 
mid ' o ' when stressed, bu t i n atonic position , especially when word-
initial, its evolution var ied i n RutJs: 
20) C.L. , Rutes Gloss 
I I , 10 V (avice'llu) b i r d *aucellu aucial 
J , 10 August aµgustu aust 
J 
auric'la vrey ear 
In the first case t he main form is f rom Late Lat in and pe r haps, as 
the diphthong is s econdary, i t app eared in dia lec t too lat e to par t-
icipate in changes that the primary diphthong underwent. The second 
case is generally cons i dered to be t he result of dissimila tion, an 
intermediate sta ge be i ng perhaps '*agustu' and t hen the intervocalic 
stop leni t es completely. The last example appears to be the result 
of a consonantisation of the 'u' a nd t hen per haps a re-ana lysis of 
/ / 21 
the form with the a r tic le from 'l' avric 'la' to ' la vric 'la'. 
3.4.2 Poststressed Vowels 
The vowels following the stre ssed syllable undergo complete 
neutralisation and are all rea lised a s a schwa . Final vowels are 
almost invariably dropped comple tely , the s chwa art icula tion on l y 
re-appearing as a sort of voyell e d 'appui when the fo l lowing wor d 
begins with a consonant: 
21. See a l s o sec t. 2.2.1 (medial labials) above and sect. 6. 3 below. 
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21) / C.L. Rutes Gloss 
-
/ - 10 i feroci faruc fierce (pl) 
' 
V 
- u i credit krer he believes 
' V - V kan e cane dog 
-
,j v \- , ,10 
e Mercu(ri) die miarkuri Wednesday 
' a coda kor tail 
- ' - (ia) parl 0 parlo I speak 
' V V u caecatu cakat blind 
3.4.3 Proparoxytones 
Words originally stressed on the antepenult syllable, with the 
loss of the final syllable, become paroxytones: 
22) C.L. 
/ 
- V fragula 
I 
de'bitu 
' sorice 
, 
V ,-
ffi On a Ch 1 
/ Rutes 
£ravel 
. b 10 ria a t 
sorac 
10 
muanac 
Gloss 
strawberry 
debt 
mouse 
monks 
Note: pITgna > *puina) punia (seep. 17), as a modern proparoxy-
tone, is an exception to the statement in 3.4.2, and as such, does 
not come under 3.4.3. 
/ 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL RAMIFICATI ONS OF UMLAUT I N RUTES 
4.1 The Nominal Sub-system 
With the effacement of final-s in Eastern Roman ce and subsequent 
case syncretism, distinc tive markers crystall ised f or both ge nder 
and number in the endings retained by t he 2 maj or representa t ives -
Romanian and Standard Ital i an. The sub sequent ef fac ement of f inal 
vowels in Rutes, however, appeared to lead to the strengtheni ng 
and extension of the phone t ic alternations brought ab out by umlaut 
assimilations. 
Eastern Romance establi shed basically 2 nominal patterns 
(Declensions?) divided on t he criterion of gender. To the La.t i n 
1st Declension belonged Feminine nouns - the se a r e t he -A nouns , whose 
singular ending may have come f rom Latin Norn. -a or Accus. -a(m) 
and whose plural in -E may be a reflex similarly of La tin Nom.- ae 
- 22 
or Accus.-as in the Italian peninsula~ The so-called 0- or 2nd 
Declension contained Mas cul i ne nouns . In Standard I talian the 
singular form may have come f rom any case except the Genitive -
N.-u(s),Acc.-u(m),D-A.-o. The p l ural in -I is considered t o be a 
-
-reflex of either the La.tin Nom.- i , or Accus. -os . The lat t er i s held 
to have developed through the stage -oi>i 23 . I n our oversimplified 
synopsis we have excluded the heterogeneous , of t en called consonant, 
Latin 3rd Declension. I n Itali an the singul ar f orm, be it Masc , or 
V Feminine, generally ends in -E, which may be from La tin Norn . , Gen~i(s) 
or Accus.-~(m), while t he plural ends i n -I, styl ed eithe r analogically 
22. See Lausberg 1 III pt.l, p. 19 and R. Posner , The Romance 
Languages, p. 137. 
23. Posner, loc. cit . ; cf. Laus berg, II, p . 82. 
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on the -0 noun plurals or from Latin Nom. -es or Accus.-es/is ( i.e., 
_ >- · >·;~ >~'>')23 es e i i i s i i i . 
~ ~ 
We wi l l dea l with the f a t e of the Lat in Neuter s 
by referenc e t o individual cases in Rut es. 
We thus see that potentia l umlaut environments are offered i n 
both singul ar and plural of -0 nouns , and in t h e plural of t he 
c onsonant (stem) nouns . We shall now examine the data from Rut~s 
to see whether phonological evo l u t ion as reflec t ed by umlauted or 
unumlauted vowels proc eed ed unimpa ired by non-phonological press ur e s . 
In Table I we obser ve t hat phono l ogi cal pul l has he ld swa y 
everywhere i n t he da ta . It is a l so noteworthy that our singular for m 
may hav e only come from eithe r the No rn or Accus. Lat i n forms and t hus 
i t may be mor e ap t ly call ed the c l a s s U-nouns. 
In Table II we have a r bitr arily chos en t he -ae form as the source 
of t he pl u rals - i t may j ust hav e ea s ily have been th e -as f orm, 
as we h~ve mentioned . We s hall e labora te on the underl ined forms when 
we deal with a llophonic var ia t i on below ( sect . 6.3) . 
The Latin boxed f orms i n Ta b le III a ppear to have followed 
t he evolut ion we have pos i ted for Standard I t alian wi th the result 
that we have a clas s of nouns wi t h interna l i nf l ec tion for number in 
I 
Rutes . Again phonolo gi ca l pull has prev a i l ed with the -i plural 
becoming the plural-mar ker f or al l r egular Masculine no uns. 
Supposin g we accep t t he theory tha t attributes the plural - i 
of 3rd Declens i on nouns i n Italian t o a na tural phonet i c outcome of 
the Latin -es , or some t i mes -is , (seep. 32 a nd above) t he data in 
Table IV show examp les where this na t ura l evolution has been inhib i ted , 
fo r wi t h an under l ying -i, we would aga i n hav e umlaut assimilation 
a nd t hus i nterna l inf lec t i on as wi t h t he e xa mp l es in Ta ble III above. 
Simi larly an end orsemen t of an ana logi cally-formed plural in -i would 
/ 
yield alternating f orms. Thus we wou ld expec t : illa nuce>la noc and 
r 
CL OR PROTO-NAP 
L..I 
illu viduu 
tectu 
melu 
V furnu 
\) lupu 
/ 
V illi vidui 
*tee ti 
I ! 
11 
11 
*meli 
I 
I 
I 
fw:ni 
1upi 
/ 
rasor (i) u rasor (i)i I , 
I 
votu vati I I 
I.) 
lectu 
u 
ventu 
I 
v 
*merulu 
I 
cult~llu 
I 
V 
soceru 
. \.) 
lOCU 
V 
collu 
V 
portu 
oc'lu 
u 
sonu 
V 
coquu 
1 I.) • ecti 
V • 
venti 
I 
*m~ruli 
I 
cult~lli 
I 
V • soceri 
• V • lOC l 
colli 
v • porti 
oc'li 
u . 
SOnl 
I.) • 
coqui 
tempu *t~mpi 
p~ctu *pee ti 
diurnu ditrrni 
' / 
populu( *p lopu) populi 
*clovu (clavu) *clovi 
V 
rospu 
v 
corpu 
1..1 • 
rospi 
* 
I.I • 
corpi 
I I 
I 
I 
I 1 
11 
I 1 
/ l
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GROTTAMINARDA GLOSS 
lu virav li virav a widower 
furn 
lup 
I 
rasul 
liat 
viand 
~ aral 
I 
kurtial 
s uakar 
juak 
g kw:::>l 
s uan 
kuak 
f t iamb 
fpiat 
jurn 
~up 
r uesp 
f kuarp 
tit 
mil 
furn 
lup 
' rasul 
vut 
liat 
viand 
miar al 
' 
roof 
apple 
oven 
wolf 
razor 
vow 
bed 
wind 
blackbird 
kurt ial kn ife 
I 
suakar J bbrother-in-
law 
juac 
kw:::>l 
puart 
uat 
.., 
suan 
kuac 
tiamb 
piat 
j urn 
~up 
~uav 
r uesp 
kuarp 
ga m?. 
neck 
port 
eye 
sound 
cool 
time 
chest 
day 
poplar 
nail 
toad 
body 
______________ :._ _____ _ 
Table I - MASCULINE 2ND DECLENSION (UMLAUTED) NOUN S 
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Notes to Table I a Cf. widow - Table II 
b Cf. sister-in-law - Table II 
c Formerly Neuter in Latin 
d fl Feminine in Latin 
e 4th Declension in Latin 
f 3rd Declension Neuter in Latin - Plurals formerly 
,, 
-ora 
g The form "kwol" is inhibited from progressing to 
the 
, 
normal Rutes *kuQl as it would be too close 
/ 
to 11 kUl II ( <culu) 'back.side'. Thus for this entry 
we must allow PRl and 2 to apply, but block PR3 
and 4 and then apply PR9. 
CL OR PROTO-NAP GROTTAMINARDA GLOSS 
' 
/ 0 V 
illa vidua illae viduae la veroV re verav widow 
4 
auric'la J auric'lae vret bret ear 
gula 
..., 
gulae gol gol throat 
I I 
V V sokar sokar sister/law soc era socerae 
V V daughter / law nora norae nor nor 
V V wheel rota rotae rot rot 
V petra V petrae prE: t pprc: t stone 
- vein vena venae ven ven 
V bucca V buccae vok bok month 
mela melae mel mel apple t ree 
, / , , 
candela candelae kannel kkannel candle 
,!, .!, 
nonak nonak monacha monachae nun 
Tab le II 
- FEMININE 1ST DECLENSION (NON-UMLAUTED) NOUNS 
11 
I! 
I 
I, 
1, 
I 
CL OR PROTO-NAP 
V 
illu pisce 
-5 
11 cice(r) 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
JI 
JI 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
me(n)se 
' renione 
I 
nepote 
flare 
' dolore 
' sor ice 
' carb one 
' 
melone 
/ 
pulice 
V pede 
V dent e 
/ 
V • pect1.ne 
V 
verme 
/ 
h omo 
V bove 
II COt::(d) e 
- .1. 11 *bottone 
' JI *pipione 
/ 
II Calceone 
' II rene 
' 11 colore 
' II rumore 
I 
" *galeone 
II seme 
36 
GROTTAMINARDA GLOSS 
illi*pisci lu p ef 
/ 
V 
11 
*ciceri I lu cec 
II *me (n)Si1 l U mes 
I 
/ I 
II *reniOniJ 
/ 
II - • 
*nepot1. 
II *f lori 
/ 
" *dolor i 
/ 
1I *sorici 
I 
/ 
11 
*carboni 1 
I 
/ 
II *melOili 
/ 
11 
*pulici I 
I I V • 
*ped1. 
·"'' lu r1.non 
lu napot 
lu fjor 
lu ralor 
lu s orac 
lu karav6n 
lu ma lon 
lu po lac 
lu pc:r 
11 
*d~nti I lu n:nd 
I 
/ I 
" *pectini1 lu pc: tan 
II * V ' verm1. 
/ 
11 *hv , , Oml.Ill. 
11 *b v , OVl. 
I 
I 
II * V ( d) . I cor 1.
1 
/ I 
11 
*bot toni I 
I 
lu vc: rm 
1 ';) ill 
lu V:::>V 
lu ~ r 
lu but6n 
II / I . ' 
*pipioni , lu pi.con 
,- - -
I li piJ 
, li cicar 
li mis 
..., ' li rinun 
li naput 
li fj ur 
li ralur 
I li surac 
I 
I li 
I 
I I karavun 
I 
I . 
, 11. malun 
I 
I 
I 
li pulac 1 
l i p ier 
li riaud 
I 
fish 
chickpea 
month 
kidney 
grandson 
river 
pain 
mouse 
coal 
melon 
louse 
foot 
tooth 
li pi at an , comb 
I 
l i vi arm 
1 l ' uaman 
I 
1 li vuav 
I li kuar 
worm 
man 
OX 
heart 
11.. but 1~'"' b t \,U.J. 1 u t on 
l i picoo l i pigeon 
/ I I 
11 
*calceoni lu kav ats6n I l i 
( I 
' kavatsun shoe 
I V I I.' 
/ 
" * - . r en1. 
/ 
"* 1- . co or1 
/ 
II *rumori 
/ I 
1 I 1· u r en 1 1. rin 
I 
lu kul6r I li kullir 
I 
l u ramor I 1· I 1. 
I 
remur 
kidney 
colour 
noise 
11 
*galeoni : lu vaA6n I li I va/.un I boy 
11 
*semi I lu S€ID 
'----------1 
1 li sim I seed L ______ ...J 
Table I II - MAS CULINE 3RD DECLENSION (UMLAUTED) NOUNS 
j! 
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" / v -
and illae *nuci>ra *nuc, etc. This is apparently the evolution in 
Italian where we have: la noce "' le noci. - gender marker thus 
residing in the article, or an - A class modifier, in the plural. 
What is striking and extremely significant for this study is that the 
modern Neapoli tan f orms seem to go back to the same proto-forms 
as the Italian ones, s o that we have: a no ce - e nuca. This is not 
say that all our forms in Table IV would show umlauted plurals in 
'-' - u -Neapolitan - apparently only those having [e) or [o) (<Lat. i,e; u,o) 
show umlaut effect (see Rohlfs, I , p . 17). Hence we would pe rhaps 
call the boxed forms of Table IV 'Proto-Gr ot ta ' rather t han Proto-Nap. 
The f a ct that the open vowels [E ] ,[~ ) (<Lat: e, o) generally do no t 
apparently yield to umlau t influence may ei ther indicate t he i- plural 
was not generalised to these forms (a r emote poss ibility) or a 
different chronology for umlaut diphthongisation as compared with 
umlau t r aising (see Chapt. 5 be l ow). Again it may be linked in some 
way with t he fact that the pl ural ar t i cle is undifferentiated for 
I 
gender in Neapolitan, thus: e pulli c a (m) 'the fleas'; e ddeta (f) 
'the fingers' (Cf. Mod. French). In the ma jor f ramework of Italian, 
or Eastern Romance generally, and Neapolitan Romance in particular , in 
respect to the Feminine plurals of 3rd dec lension nouns, therefore, the 
the Rut ~s system is unique . It may even be t hat Rutes generalised the 
1st Declension plural ending to all Feminine nouns, i.e., e(s)>ae>e, 
the result would have been t he same . Thus we maintain that a positive 
consciousness of gender inhibited 'umlaut endings ', indistinguishable 
phonetically fr om t yp i cal ly Masculine endings , from 'encroaching' on 
Feminine territor y , as it were (see further connnents under sect. 4.4 
below). 
The four previous groups we have disc us sed seem to be open classes 
of noillls that are more or less productive pat terns. The data of Table 
V forms a closed class of r elics from Latin Neuter n ouns . As 
rr 
11 
(CL OR) PROTO-NAP. 
' v 
-- - - - ' I ~ I 
illa cinere illae1 cinere 1 
I I 
V 
nuce 
V t urre 
V 
cruce 
.!.. 
nepote 
voce 
dote 
V pelle 
V 
serpe 
V 
nocte 
butte 
I V I 
1 nuce 
I 
V 
1 turre 
I 
I cruce 
I 
I .£. 
1 nepote l I 
I I 
1voce 
I 
I -
~d~te _ _ I
pelle 
V 
serpe 
V 
nocte 
I- - - - - , 
I butte 1 l. _____ , 
GROTTAMINARDA 
la cenar rG ccenar 
noc noc 
tor ttor 
kroc kkroc 
napot napot 
voe voe 
r ot dot 
pE:l 
sf.:rp serp 
n:::it n :::i t 
vot bot 
38 
GLOSS 
ash 
walnut 
tower 
cros s 
grandaughter 
voice 
d'owr y 
skin 
snake 
night 
barrel 
Tab le IV - FEMININE 3RD DECLENS I ON (NON-UMLAUTED) NOUNS 
CL OR PROTO- NAP . GROTTAMINARDA GLOS S 
i llu V illa V l ' uav r':::iv ovu ova egg 
11 V II V l'uas r':::is bone oss u os s a 
II u II u lu kuarn ra kk:::irn horn cornu *corna 
II hortu 11 *hor t a l ' uar t r':::irt garden 
I I 
V V 
II digitu 11 dig i t a l u rit ra det finger 
I 
II *tronu " *t r onor a lu t r uan r a ttr:::inala thunder 
I I 
" *denuc' lu II *den UC I l a lu ranutj ra dano~ knee 
I I 
" cerebellu 11 cerebella lu car avia 1 ra ccarav£1 brain 
/ I 
" cubitu 11 
V 
cub i ta lu vut ra bot elbow 
V 
-----------
11 ligna r a levan fire /wood 
---------
Table V - NEUTER '2ND' DECLENSION (UMLAUTED) NOUN S 
I 
' 
I 
i 
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we see, the singular becomes Masculine, that is, falls in with the 
data of Table I (singular ) and the plural, although we have posited 
and underlying -a ending , would more accurately be represented with 
-ae, thus having the Feminine plural of Tab l e II. All of the notms 
cited, with the excep tion of 'h~rtu' an d 'tronu', have or had -a 
plurals in Italian which are p r eceded by the Feminine plural article.~ 
The characteristics of thi s sub-c lass are t he reverse of those in 
Table III - the singular shows umlaut ef fect whereas the plural 
shows none. 
CL OR PROTO-NAP. GROTTAMINARDA GLOSS 
.!J / 
'-' 
ve Jkav viJkav illu (e) piscopu illi (e)piscop i l u li bishop 
/ J 
" medicu " medici lu mE: rak l i miar ac doctor 
I / 
" monachu " monachi lu ronak li muanac monk 
/ '/ 
V '-' , I 
" magistru II ma.gi stri l u maestr li maistr teacher 
" 
v II ,J lu li associate sociu socii s:>c s uac 
" spo(n)su II spo(n)si l u s pos li spus husband 
' 
/ 
II u 11 *presbyt i priest presbyte(r) l u pr svat li priavat 
----------------------------------- ------------------------ ---------
v V 
illa pira illi piri la per li p ir pear 
----------------------------------- -----------------------· ----------
... V 
illu pilu II pi li lu pel li pil hair 
II pe (n)s u II pe( n)s i lu pes li pis weight 
II V II v cervu cervi l u cer ev li ciarav deer 
' 
/ 
11 
*piperolu II *piperoli lu p ap ar ol li paparul hot chili 
, / 
11 phaseolu II phaseoli l u 
, 
l i 
, 
bean faso l fasul 
---------------------------------· ~------------------------ ---------/ ,, 
II deb itu II *debi ti l u rsbat l i riabat debt 
Tab l e VI - MASCULINE 2ND DE CLENSION ( IRRE GULAR) 
We shall di scuss each of these i tems one by one i n order to try to 
establish why the s i n gular for ms do not show uml aut influence. 
40 
/ 
. V 
'~resbyte': this word is inc luded i n this list a l though it more 
resembles a 3rd Declens ion than 2nd noun. We suggest the form, a 
Nominative rather than Obliq ue one, r eflecting a Vocat ive function , 
which is fairly conn:non with nouns 'capaci di presentarsi come 
soggetto agente' says Rohlfs ( I I, p . 6) and which ar e l ikely to be in 
frequent use in forms of address (c f . Rutes: pateme 'mio padre' 
ma.tame 'mia madre' fratame 'mio fra t ello' s ~reme 'mia s ore l la'). 24 
Our 2nd Declens ion mode l would b e ' puer'. 
J 
'magistru': this form may a lso disguise wha t is really a modified 
0 
Vocative . Perhaps '*magistre' would be a better underlying form, 
where the Nomina tive f or m 'magister' has under gone metathesis of the 
two final phonemes. 
/ 
'episcopu' ; .J 'medicu', 6 'monachu : the se fo rms are more eas ily accounted 
for if we posit an underlying Vocative, on the model of ' murusNmure' 
so that we may eliminate the umlaut environment from the singular. 
/ 
'sociu': Superficially we may e as ily include this noun with the 
preceeding three. The Vocative was 'seer however, which st ill 
presents umlaut conditions. We must ther efore posit an a nalogical 
Vocative '~socie' to provide a possible explanation for the 
alternation. 
'spo(n)su': We treat this noun sep arately f r om the others, although 
it also presen ts the Vocative possib i l i ty , s ince the form ' la spos ' 
also exists. The plural 'li s pus' seems generally to mean 'newly-
weds' rather than 'bri de gr ooms ' . 
V 
'pira ': is a special case on i ts own . I t is the crossing of two 
V 
separate nouns. The or ig i nal name f or a pe ar-tree was 'p irus' and 
was Feminine, as were all f r uit-t r e e s, ( i t was 4th De c lension) and 
24 . Cf . als o the avo i dance of vo~d final /tr/ or /st r / clusters in 
2.2. 2 above. 
! 
1 
I 
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on being identified with the 2nd Declension (0-nouns) became 
V V 
Masculine. The pear was 'pirum' Neuter, giving 'pira' pears. The 
plural became identified with the A-nouns, which were Feminine , and 
was used as the singular. I t then 'borrowed' a Masculine plural form. 
I 
'debitu': this noun was Neuter in Latin, and, based on its plural in 
-a, became Feminine in the modern Romance Languages (cf. French 
'la dette', Ital. 'la detta'). If we posit~debita as the underlying 
. 1 f h 1 ld f . R ' singu ar orm, ten no um aut wou , o course, occur in utes, as 
is indeed the case. This leaves the reason for an umlauted plural 
unexplained. It is probable not a nat ive word, as it is only 
partly assimilated phonologically (d>r, bfv) and perhaps was 
borrowed with 'mixed' forms. 
For remaining five nouns, it seems impossible to accotn1t for their 
internal inflection by means of the explanations proposed for the 
'person' nouns. They should belong to the class of Table I above 
- i.e., \ID.impaired phonological evolution would have yielded 
metaphonised forms both in singular and plural. There is no 
apparent semantic link between these nouns that may suggest a 
special class be set up. We would like to suggest tentatively that 
the data of Table III represents the dominant, even productive, type 
of Masculine notm which either is attracting or has attracted 
some Masculine nouns of the 2nd Declension type. We would thus 
propose that we have here another example of the 'regularising' 
effect of morphological pull . 
4.2 Adjectives 
There are two classes of adjective in Rutes. The major class 
embraces the Latin 1st and 2nd Declension type. It has marking for 
gender. The other class reflect s the 3rd Declension type and marks 
MASCUL. (Sg. and Pl.) 
CL or P-N 
plenu/i 
/ 
V 
*eccu-illu/i 
..:, 
*eccu-istu/i 
frescu/i 
/ 
apertu/i 
curtu/i 
bonu/i 
grossu/i 
longu/i 
*mortu/i 
*negru/i 
nostru/i 
novu/i 
*plotu/i 
I 
(ro)tundu/i 
r~ssu/i 
I.I 
siccu/i 
solu/i 
sporcu/i 
st~rtu/i 
I.I 
strictu/i 
surdu/i 
/ 
*teneru/i 
tostu/i 
Table VII 
Grotta 
~in 
kir 
kist 
friJk 
/ 
apiart 
kurt 
buen 
(g)ruas 
luenk 
muert 
niever 
nuest 
nuev 
~uet 
tunn 
rus 
sik 
sul 
spuerk 
stuert 
ruj 
strit 
surd 
canir 
tuas t 
FEM. ( S g . and P 1. ) 
CL or P-N 
plena/ae 
0 
*eccu-illa/ae 
,!, 
*eccu-ista/ae 
fresca/ae 
aperta/ae 
curta/ae 
bona/ae 
grossa/ae 
lcSnga/ae 
*morta/ae 
*negra/ae 
nostra/ae 
nova/ae 
*plota/ae 
(ro)tunda/ae 
r~ssa/ae 
V 
sicca/ae 
sola/ae 
sporca/ae 
storta/ae 
V duae 
v 
stricta/ae 
surda/ae 
/ 
*tenera/ ae 
tosta/ae 
Grotta 
~en 
ker 
kest 
frefk 
/ 
ape rt 
kart 
b:>n 
(g)r:>s 
l~nk 
rrort 
never 
n:>st 
n:>v 
tonn 
ros 
sek 
sol 
St:>rt 
roj 
stret 
sord 
caner 
t:>st 
- ADJECTIVES: 1ST AND 2ND DECLENSIONS 
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GLOSS 
full 
that 
this 
cool 
open 
short 
good 
big 
long 
dead 
black 
our 
new 
fat 
round 
red 
~thin 
(dry 
alone 
dirty 
crooked 
two 
straight 
deaf 
soft 
hard 
43 
MASCUL. (Sg. and P 1.) FEM. (Sg. and p 1.) GLOSS 
CL or P-N GROTTA CL or P-N GROTTA 
I I 
*zelosu/ i dalus *zelosa / a e dalos jealous 
vet'lu/i via; vet'la/ae VE~ old 
*b londu/i junn *blonda/ae jonn blonde 
(contd.) 
Table VIIA- ADJECTIVES: 1ST AND 2ND DECLENSIONS 
SING. (MAS C. AND FEM.) PLUR. (MASC. AND FEM. ) GLOSS 
CL or P-N GROTTA CL or P-N GROTTA 
I,,) 
*du'.lei dule e roe rue swe e t 
V fort e fort *for ti f uar t s trong 
I ,, 
feroee faroe *feroei farue fierce 
I I inhabitant 
*cruptense ' *c rup tensi l rutes r ut is 
of Grotta 
I 
..!, V 
vir i de verd *vir idi vird green 
I I 
.v Jovan *iuveni duvan iuvene young 
Tab le VIII - ADJECTIVES: 3RD DECLENSION 
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number. We illustrate above in Tables VII and VIII. These data do 
not in themselves add anything new to our connnents concerning umlaut. 
It may be noted that phonological evolution has proceeded everywhere 
unimpeded by morphological cons traints. The salient ·feature of the 
system we have tentatively called the Masculine (dominant and/or 
productive) class seems to be emphasised by the examples in Table VII 
- the phonetic diphthongs [ie) and [ue] are striking gender markers. 
4.3 Verbs 
Although again the verbal morphology does not contribute any new 
phonological information t o this discus sion , it does offer further 
examples of the extent of umlaut influence whilst at the same time 
provid ing an interesting resolution of the four Lat in conjugations 
which we have not observed elsewhere in the literature consulted. 
We shall restrict our examinat ion to the Present Tense. See Table IX. 
We consider three points worthy of connnent : 
a ) the four Latin conjuga t i ons are reduced to two in the 
following manner: 
v 
-A Conjugation> -a -E, -I Con j ugat ions> -i 
b) Latin infinitival ending - r e is lost ever ywhere. 25 
c) umlaut effect is shown i n both conjugations in 2nd Pers. 
Sing. and 3rd Pers . Plur. 
The third point merits a more de tailed e xamination. Latin presented 
the following pattern i n these per s ons f or the four conjugations: 
23) I II I II IV 
, I I I I 2nd Sing. - 1,..1 - V V V -sp eras tenes vendis dormis I 
I I , I 
-
V v v V v v I 3rd Plur. sperant tenen t vendunt dorm(i)unt I 
25. Cf . Romanian a nd North Italian di a lects; see La us be rg , III / 2, p.174. 
n 
,i 
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A-Conjugation 
1. '! s oerare" 2. I 11 parlare 11 3 . I 11 trovare 11 spara parla truva 
1 ia sper parl trJV 
2 tu spir parl truav 
3 issa s per parl tTJV 
1 nuj I I spar am parlam truvam 
2 vuj sparat I parlat I truvat 
3 lJ r spirana parla:1a truavana 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
I -Conjugation 
4 . vare "vedere II 5. krer "credere" 
(Latin II) (Latin II I) 
1 ia ver krer 
2 tu vir krir 
3 issa ver krer 
1 nuj var im krarim 
2 vuj var it krar it 
3 lJr virana krirena 
6. pErd " perdere" / 7 . rurmi "dormire" 
CL . r~ .... , atin .... _, (Latin I V) 
1 ia perd rJTIIl 
2 tu piard rue rm 
3 issa perd rJrm 
1 nuj pardim ( rurrnm 
2 vuj oerdit I rurmit 
3 lJr piardana ruarmana 
Table IX - VERB CONJUGATI ONS IN RUTES 
Note: These fo rms are i n phonetic transcr iption (including the i nf in-
itives). A phonemic representation would require additional P Rules 
involving the shifting stress patt erns i n verbal para d i gms - we do not 
«ons i der such details germane to t he presen t discuss i on. 
1 
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The boxed forms alone wo u l d h ave produced umlauted vowels . Thus 
the 4th Conjugation end ing must have been general ised throughout for 
the 2nd Singular and t he 3rd Conj ugat ion en ding for the 3rd Plural 
to yield the Rut~s forms. Whilst we note t hat the 2n·d Singular 
innovation is c ommon als o t o Standar d Italian and i t a ppears to be 
so in all Eastern Romanc e i ncluding the Italian diale c ts , the 3rd 
Plural innovation, alth ough c ommon also to Rhaeto-Romance, 26 French and 
27 
Proven~al, seems only to unde r go umlau t i nf luence in t he dialect 
tmder study and a restric ted part of Central Bas i licata where Latin 
v 28 
-ant is also replaced by -un t . I n the remainder of Cent r al and 
Southern Italy where -ant is retained, - un t has umla ut e f fect only 
in the extreme south of t h e Mar che, in t he Abr uzz i , Laz i o f rom 
Rome south , and of course, Central Basilicata. 29 Grotta seems to 
fall on the northern limi t of the sphere of influence o f the latter 
zone. 
4.4 Feminine Plural Nouns - A Counterpart to Mas culine Umlaut? 
A super ficial glance at the mor ph ology of the noun i n Ru t e s 
would s eem t o suggest t hat what we h ave c al led the domina n t Mascul ine 
pattern, that of Table I II, has c lear numb er marking where a s t he 
Femin ine nouns don't. We sugges t that t h i s seemin g d iscre pancy is 
more apparent than real . We h a ve ass embled in Table X t he underlined 
26. E. Bourciez, Elements de l ingu istique . . . , p. 215. 
27. Lausberg, III/2, p . 188. 
28 . Rohlfs, I , p. 19. 
29. Rohlfs, op. cit, and Lildtke , pp. 117-8 . 
II 
; 
GL or PROTO-NAP. 
I 
illu *denu'.c'lu 
.!, 
digitu 
I 
*g~bitu 
bracchiu 
V 
*cornu 
V 
*tronu 
I 
V 
cerebellu 
GROTTA 
lu ranu~ 
rit 
vu t 
vrats 
V 
kuarn 
truan 
caravial 
CL or PROTO-NAP. 
I 
illa(e) *denuc 'la 
,!, 
digita 
I 
*gubi ta 
bracchia 
..) 
*coma 
I 
*tronora 
cerebella 
47 
GROTTA GLOSS 
re dano; knee 
det 
bot 
brats 
V 
kk:)rn 
finger 
elbow 
arm 
horn 
ttr:)nala thunder 
ccaravs l brain 
------------------------------ --------------------------------~-------
!, 
illa (a ) uric' la 
gatta 
*vampa 
V bucca 
V butte 
dote 
I 
V gunnella 
/ 
..., 
cinere 
*c~rquia 
\b tegella 
V 
turre 
/ 
Candela 
*capa (< caput) 
cavea 
V 
cruce 
V pelle 
V 
penna 
zeppa (Lomb. ) 
clave 
vre~ 
at 
vamb 
vok 
vot 
rot 
/ 
unsl 
cenar 
cSrts 
V 
tijel 
tor 
kap 
kad 
kroc 
ps l 
p£n 
ts£p 
V 
yav 
i l lae 
.!, 
(a) uric' lae 
gattae 
*vampae 
V buccae 
V bu tte 
dote 
/ 
gunnellae 
I 
V 
cinere 
*cerquiae 
/ 
tegellae 
V tur re 
/ 
candelae 
*capae 
caveae 
V 
cruce 
V 
pelle 
V pennae 
*zeppae(?) 
clave 
Table X - FEM:~TIYE PLURALS 
bre ~ 
gat 
bamb 
bok 
bot 
dot 
/ 
vuns l 
ccenar 
cctrts 
I 
t tij s 1 
ttor 
kkann~l 
kkap 
kkad 
kkroc 
ppsl 
ppsn 
ttsfp 
"-/ 
ear 
cat(f) 
flame 
mouth 
barrel 
dowry 
skirt 
ash 
oak 
ovenpan 
tower 
candle 
head 
cage 
I 
cross 
skin 
feather 
!wedge 
key 
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forms f r om Tables II, IV and V above with some additions. 
We ha ve se en ab ove (pp . 4-9) that the Latin voiced stops underwent 
s ome trans format ions in Rut J s , be it lenition, as in the cases of the 
labial and ve lar before ba ck vowels, or change t o a flap as the dental. 
We see that the original (Latin) values are 'retrieved', as it were, 
when wor d initial and preceded by t he Feminine plural article 'ra'. 
Whilst t he speaker is quite conscious of this alter na t i on , he is not 
aware of a ny differences involving the vo iceless st ops or c:.f fricates. 
Rohlf s says ' l 'ar ticolo femmin i le plural e produce raddoppiamento della 
' 30 h d consonante che s egue. . . The same p onomenon is escribed by Devoto 
and Giacomelli 31 as 'raf for zamento' prod uced 'per ragioni di fonetica 
sintattica .' Al though t he phenomenon descr ibed by t hese observers 
appear s to apply t o all i n it ial consonants, our investigations would 
se em to indicate that i t is r estric ted t o t he stops and affricates in 
RutJs. Rohlfs f urthe r notes tha t 'per effe t t o del raddoppiamento 'v' 
d i vi ene 'bb', la f r icativa ' y' diven ta ' gg', e 1 'r' derivante da 'd' 
s i t rasforma in 'dd' . 32 Thus all surfa ce 'v's become 'bb'. RutJs 
dif f e r s her e i n that only where s urface /v/ is from a n etymological 
(i. e. , Lat in) [b] , doe s ' raf forzame nto' produce [b]. There are three 
apparent except i ons in our data. The fir s t 'bamb' (<*vampae) is 
itself a neologi sm. It a ppears to be a crossing of Lat in 'lampa' and 
33 
'vapor ' a nd we would a t tribut e the 'b' to folk etymology. We may also 
I 
also exp lain ' vut' (<*gub itu) becoming ' bot' similarly ( see sect. 6.3 
30. I I, p. 10 7 . 
31. I diale t t i delle regioni d'It a lia, p. 113. 
32 . II, p . 107, n. 5. 
33. Avviamento a l la e timologia i t a l iana , p. 450. 
i 
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below) although the fact that it is of 'mixed' gender may play·some role. 
The third example 'bre~', also a false etymology, may be 'constrained' 
to retrieve 'br' as 'vr' did not occur in Latin. Thus ·Rutes /v/, from 
Latin /v/, e.g., voc<voce, does not retrieve [b] in the Plural. 
Rutes agrees with the general process with regard to /r/ (from 
etymological [d]) becoming [d]. The only exception 'dano~' is based, 
I 
as indicated, on a form '*denuc'la'. The innovation in the initial 
/ 34 
consonant is not peculiar to Rutes and Rohlfs suggests it may be due 
to an ancient dissimilation. We defer discussion of the velar, which 
is rather complex, to sec tion 6.3 below. 
I . h . . f R hlf d h . d b h' 35 h h · tis t e opinion o o s an ot ers cite y 1m tat tis 
'raddoppiamento' may be explained on purely phonetic gro unds. Thus 
a hypercorrect '*illes' (<*illaes) may have produced a re-analysis so 
that Feminine consonant- initial plural nouns then began with a consonant 
cluster of which the fi r st sound was 's' which by assimilation to the 
following consonant, re-enforced or doubled it. Inscriptions contain 
examples of this hypercorrection and the solution explicit in the afore-
mentioned hypothesis seems quite acceptable. We suggest, however, that 
this innovation, at first really phonetic, took on morphophonemic 
significance in, at least, the Rutes nominal sub-system. We suggest 
our hypothesis is further supported by the change of '1' to 'r' in the 
Feminine plural article in Rutes. This change, a feature of limited 
h · 1 d · · b · 3 6 dd f h . h geograp ica 1str1 ution, seems to a urt er weig t to a 
morphological basis for specially marking the Feminine plural. We 
34. I I, p. 108. 
35. loc. cit. He ment ions Schuchardt, Meyer-Ltlbke and H.erlo. 
36. Rohlfs, II, p. 110, only nentions Trevico (prov. Avellino), 
which we were able to confirm as it is p. 725 of the AIS. 
I 
I 
so 
submit that as Masc uline nouns are typified by t h e phone tic 
diphthon gs, s o Feminine nouns a re typified always by a s pecial article, 
and sometimes by cons onantal re-enforcement or ' r etrieval' in their 
plurals . 
4.4.1 Feminine Singular Lenition 
A further peculiarity o f the consonantism of Feminine nouns was 
noted when forms were eli cited with init ial voiceless stops and 
affricates. In the singular there seemed to be lenition occurring wi th 
the effect that these voiceless ph oneme s were becoming voice d. Thus 
we heard the last t we l ve for ms in Tab l e X as having voiced i n itial 
sounds. This was apparently a subconscious process to the s peaker who 
insisted that t h e sounds in question were voiceless. 
Thus it appears we have a f ur t her mor phologically conditioned change 
wh i ch increas es t he dist inction between s ingular and plura l in this 
sub-class . We were unable to detect any paralle l process aff e cting 
the frica tive-initial lexical i tems, but a s our examin a tion wa s less 
than exhaust ive in this aspect a closer study needs to be made before 
the who l e pat tern can be discover ed. 
I f we do not accept the morphological motivation of this leni t ion, but 
inste ad seek a phonetic conditioning, it would appear ve ry di fficult 
to a c count for t he fact that Masculine nouns or indeed a ll word-ini t ial 
intervocalic v oiceless stops and affr icates are not affect ed. 
11 
ll 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
' RUTES UMLAUT AND ROMANCE DIPHTHONGISATION 
It is bey ond the scope of the present s tudy to treat the topic o f 
our heading in depth - we shall restrict our discussion to a brief review 
of the positions of some previous investigators. Schilrr (1956) 
attributes all Romance diphthongisation t o a generalis ation of that 
conditioned by umlaut. At the other end of the s pectrum we have 
R I d • ' 1 • 3 7 d • h • h 11 f d omeo s para igmatic exp anation, accor ing tow ic ~ our egree 
vowel sys tems, due to structural pressures, underwent dipthongisation 
in the lower (and sometimes upper) mid orders. Where diphthongs no 
longer appear in four degree systems, i t is because they have undergone 
a re-monophthongisation process. He does not even acknowledge, 
therefore consider, dipthongi sation through umlaut. As though a 
compromise between the two extremes we have the contributions of 
II Lausber g (1947) and Ludtke (1956) who would attribute what we may call 
umlaut-induced diphthongisation (as seen in Rutes) t o a structural 
pressure to avoid t h e merger of a phonetic [e] and [o) (caused by 
umlaut closing influence on /e/ and/~/) with a phon ological /e / and 
/o/ (<Latini, e and u, o respectively). We a ssume that umlaut 
diphthongisation s ystems and diphth ongi sation of the Tuscan (Italian 
or unconditioned) type are mutually exclusive and that the former, an 
earlier innovation, precludes development of the latter type? 
The question of the relative c hronology of umlaut-induced changes 
and spontaneous diphthongisation has never been satisfactorily 
answered although some clues are provided by evolutionary evidence 
from some South Italian dialects. We have already noted that there 
was evidence of umlaut influence in Latin Imperial times (sect. 3.2 
above ). Rohlfs (I, p. 14) notes tha t secondary 'i' and 'u' (f rom 
I 
I 
I 
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umlauted Latin e and o resp. ) take part in all changes that affect 
primary 'i' and 'u' (from Latin i and~) . There is no e arly evidence 
however, of the effec t of umlaut on the mid open vowels 'E' (<e) 
v II 
and ' ~ ' (<o) , hence the Lausb erg-Ludt ke hypothesis, although Rensch 
(pp. 26, 30 ) does prove t hat what he calls umlaut (i.e ., r a i sing) is 
earli er than diphthongisa tion (conditioned by umlaut) in the dialects 
he repor t s on . 
The apparent c ounter-examp l es to what we have called the mutual 
exclusiveness of conditioned vs. un conditioned dip t hongisat ion (of 
the I talian type), offered by Rens ch ( pp. 25-6) , ar e admit tedly not 
phonetically conditioned , but the very fact that t he ' irregularity' is 
restric ted t o a part of a morphologi cal sub-class se ems to us to point 
to a morphological conditioning. 
I 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SYNCHRONY 
6.1 Underlying Forms in the Rutes Lexicon 
There are two possible ways to represent the lexicon of a language 
- either by surface (i .e ., phonetic) forms , or by more or less abstract 
forms. The only reasonable justification for the latter method, it 
seems, is when such forms simplify in some way the grammar of the 
language. We feel that the vocalic and consonanta l alternat ions 
(primar ily) of the substantival sub-system of Rutes can best be 
represented by excluding these predictable (allomorphic) variants from 
the phoneme inventory and having recourse to historical motivation for 
such variations. Thereby structural relationships that otherwise may 
have been obfuscated will be made apparent. In the case of Masculine 
nouns (and verbal paradigms) we shall show the internal inflections 
to be conditioned by an umlauting vowel (see PR 1 and 2) a nd a 
'reinforcing' determiner ( the defini te article) for Feminine plurals. 
The base for Class I adjectives (Tab l e VII) would thus be the 
Feminine, that of Class I I (Table VIII) the Singular form. 
6.2 I The Phonemes of Rutes 
I Rutes has a total of nineteen consonant phonemes, including th~ 
doubtful /g/. There are seven vowel phonemes in s t ressed position which 
we increase to eight with the inclusion of the unstressed /a/. In 
Table XI we classify these phonemes using articulatory parameters. 
I 
I CONSONANTS 
Lab 
tls p Stops 
Vd [b] 
I 
rs Affric 
Vd 
Vls f 
Frie 
Vd .... 
" 
Nasal m 
Liquid 
II VOWELS 
Stressed 
Front Back 
High i u 
Mid closed e 0 
Mid open 
Low a 
Dent I Pal Vel 
I 
· t t; k 
[d] [ ~] g 
ts C 
V 
[dz] 
.....,, 
s I 
[z] j 
- [ fJ ] n n 
l,r 
Pre-stressed 
High 
Mid 
Low 
Front Back 
i u 
a 
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Post-stressed 
a 
Notes: i) Forms shown in square brackets are a llophones of certain 
phonemes (See Sect. 6 .3). 
ii) /c/ = [tJ) ; /d/ = [d? ] 
I 
Table XI - RlITES PHONEMES 
6.2.1 The Phoneme / t / 
As mentioned above (Chapter 2) thi s phoneme is the reflex of the 
mer ger of three Latin cons onant clusters. We are proposing here that the 
resulting sound is an innovation and not t he absorption of two sounds by 
a third. 
I 
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It ha s be en generally accepted by Romance scholars and Italian 
dial ectologists that a [kj] (<cl) absorbed a [pj] (<pl) and a [tj] 
(<t'l) (see our Map 2; Devoto and Giacomelli p. 115; Bourciez p. 48; 
P . 157 T ka v., el p. ; e VClC I, p. 73). All investigators, however, do not 
agree on the exact nat ure of the resultant s ound. Those just mentioned 
identify i t comp letely with the Latin 'cl' (and 't'l') reflex in 
Italian, name l y [kj]. The authors of the AIS invent a new symbol 
[2'] for t he so und in question which t hey describe as a 11 stimmloser 
me diopalataler Quetschlaut' (Jaberg and Jud, Der Sprachatlas .... , 
p. 27). Roh l fs (I, p. xxxv), the AIS investigator for Southern Italy, 
des cribes it as an 'aff ricate mediopalatale sorde (simile al suone 
iniz iale di 'chiamo' = )/ I camo). Rohlfs' eminent student Lausberg gives 
the only description of [t] with explicit articulatory parameters , 
say i ng it is produced by 'der VerschluB der Vorderzunge mi t dem 
Vor dergaumen' (RSpr. I, pp . 86-7). He adds that often the sound is 
r e a l ised as an affricate when the release is not quick enough - the 
s t op being fo l lowed by the palatal fricative [~]. Rensch indicates that 
t he sound is defin i tely a palatalised velar in the area he i nvestigated 
( pe rsonal comnumication). 
Our informant produces a sound we would describe as a voiceless 
a lveolo-palatal stop. The auditory impression was clearly distinct 
f rom a pala talised alveolar stop [~], the palatoalveolar affricate [tJ], 
the palatal stop [c] and a palatalised velar [~] . On the rare 
occasions when we detected a fricative release (word lists normally 
yield a more guarded pronunciation) we would transcribe it as [~]. We 
chose therefore not to con tinue the tradition of using [~] since we 
feel it identifies a nedio-palatal sound. Thus, in using the symbol 
/;/ , we do not intend to indicate a palatalised 't'. We have 
attemp ted to locate the place and illustrate the manner of articulation 
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of this phoneme in Figure 1 . We have compared i t with the sound /c/ 
designated by the super imposed broken line. It will be noted that our 
/y/ is laminal, whereas /c/ is es sentially apical . 
I:.; ! 
I c.- 1 
- - ----
--
\ 
Figure 1 . Tongue Position of Grottamina rd a /; / compared 
with t hat of /c/. 
6.3 Allophones and Anomalies 
The voiceless consonant phonemes /ts, ~, s, f/ each have a voiced 
_, 
allophone when they follow a nasal. Examples were r ather sparse and, 
in the ca se of the fri catives, t he result of a peculiarly South Italian 
fusing proces s: 
/ts / / [ pandz] 'belly' 23) *pan ti ( c ) e 
v ._,, 
/t / I *amplatu [an.fat] 'swollen ' 
/ s/ 
V 
in-sinu [ nz in ] 'lap' 
J in-fo's s u [mvues] 'wet' 
/f/ 
(in-f~ndu [mvunn] 'deep' 
Of t he r emai n ing voiceless consonants, /p, t, ~/ undergo no purely 
phonological mod i fi cations (See Sect. 4. 4 above and 6. 8 belm 7 ) and /k/ 
I 
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seems t o under go neutralisa t i on with etymological'g' when post-nasal in 
final posi t i on , thus: 
24) *cinque 
sangue 
c ink 
sank 
[ciqk ] 
[SaI)k ] 
'five' 
' blood' 
As these examples illustra t e /n/ has a velar allophone before a velar 
s top . Tne si tua tion with the voiced consonant s /v, r , g/ is less 
s t r a i gh tforwa r d . The phones [v] and [b) are i n complementary 
d istr i bution, a s a re [r] and [d]. The first partner of each pair appears 
a ppears in the l es s res t r icted envir onments and thus is our choice as 
phoneme . [b ] onl y appear s afte r nasals (see also sect. 4 . 4 above) a nd [d] 
onl y a fte r nasals or [r ] . Th e r e appear to be no exceptions f or /r/, 
but / v / does a ppear to have t he fo l lowing counter-examples: 
25) Rute s Napo l. Ita l . Gloss 
/ 
bt:110 bc:l bbj f; l l a beautif ul 
buan I bbw:ma I bw~no good 
bar ba bbarb a I barba bear d 
I I barbet varva m2nto chin 
These are al l words of c ommon oc cur rence and there s eems no phonological 
e xp lanation for the initial Latin / b/ not to have undergone l enition . 
From dia l ec t a l evidence, however scarce, supported by t oponyms, it 
f b d f I 1 . d . d . 38 seems t ha t t hese orms a re orrowe rom t a 1an an not in igenous. 
' bel' is i mmediate ly s uspec t as we would expect a n umlaut-induced 
d iphthon g . The f orms for p. 72 3 AIS for 'barba ' and its derivative 
a ,1 a 39 
- [varv ][ varvett ] - s h ow norma l S. Italian evolution . Rohlfs 
38. Rohlfs. I, p. 195. 
39. I 1 p. 196. 
I 
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notes that this I talianisa tion of dialectal vo cabular y whe r e / v / r e-
becomes [b] is common i n a l l t he d ialects of S. I t aly. 
The velar /g/ i s of doub t ful status - we posit it on t he s t r ength 
of just three occurrences: 
26) / Rutes 
goc 
gol 
!lagene {, / lagana t ur 
Ital. Gl oss 
goccia dr op 
gola t hr oat 
(lazlne) lasagna 
/ (ma.tterello ) rol l ing-pin 
The first is suspect as n ative since normally Lat in - ( t ) tia>ts in 
'-' 
Rutes (goccia <g~tt i a ) . The second is suspect on lexical gr ounds as 
Southern d i alects generally use a form or comp ound of ' canna' - c f. 
40 Napol. ncanna 'thr oat. The third example a nd i ts de r i v a t ive s eem to 
be indigenous. 
Generally etymo logic a l /g/ (+ a,o,u) is very unstab le (see sects . 
2.1.3 and 2.2.3 above) and eith er disappears completely or ' changes i n t o ' 
/v/ in ini tial position. Intervocalically , a s a l r eady s hown , it may 
become¢, /j/ or /v/ - sta t is ti cally the las t i s more f r equen t. 
Dialects i n the r egi on s eem to indicate tha t Latin / g/ f irst len i t ed 
to [ V] , 41 h f h [ ] • 1 1 T e step rom t ere t o v is not c e ar . Rohlf s sees i t 
as the ' inserzione d i un suono d i trans izion e . ... . ( in) posiz ion e (di) 
iato ... . ' ( I, p. 208 ). Thus he sees t he proces s as : g>y>¢>v. Rensch 
notes ( § 127) numerous cas es of v,B> y a nd says the reverse ' Austausch' 
of y>v, is just as common . I t app ears theref ore tha t perha ps we 
have a case o f c onfus ion o f two so unds. We l i st our total corpus of 
40. See als o Rensch 1 p . 248 . 
41. Cf . Rensch , pars. 1 26 a~i 194; Rohlfs, I , pars . 155 and 2 17 . 
i 
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words having Latin or prior initial /g/: 
2 7) Latin , Rutes Sg. , Rutes Pl. Gloss 
J lu bot elbow (Table X) *gubitu vut ra 
gatta la at ra gat cat (f) " 
/ , / V gun.nella la unE:l ra vunt:l skirt " 
gall9 lu al li val rooster II 
(gur) gutia la vats ------- goiter; crop 
V 
, 
*galeone lu / va/,.on li vat\~ boy 
, 
( <ganeone) (Cf. p. 725 AIS [wanona]) 
The first examp le in 27) has already been cited and,as a case of what 
Rohlfs calls 'false ricostruzioni' ,may be handled under the phoneme /v/ 
(the former [g] being purely of historic interest). In the same 
passage (I, 208) Rohlfs cites .a concrete examp le of what we have called 
'confusion' - at Monte di Procida (nr. Naples) we have : a vatt 'la 
gatta' 1 ra ggatt or ra bbatt 'le gatte'. As with 'lu vut' so 'la vats' 
'-" 
/ 
and 'lu vaf..on' may be as signed to /v /. The remaining examples 'la at, 
/ 
'la unrl ' and 'lu al' must be marked as having anomalous plurals. The 
only example of correc t e t ymology in the case of Feminine plural 'ra gat' 
is unfortunately insufficient to establish a generalisat ion similar to 
those for /r/ and /v/ . A deeper investigation would perhaps shed more 
light on the ma.tter and clarify the sta tus of /g/. 
6.4 Syllabic Canonical Form and Sequential Cons traints 
A syllable in RutJs can take any one of 12 shapes wh ich we 
schematise as: 
(C) ( C) (C)V(C) (C) 
That is,a s yllable may sta:- t with a cluster of one, t wo, three, or 
no consQnants and may end wi t h a cluster of one , t wo , or none, the 
I 
only obligatory segment being the vowe l . 
Sequent ial possibilities: 
Vis any vowel 
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-in (C 1)V(C2) sequences ( the subscripts are for identificational 
purposes), c1 is any C except /n / or !Al, and c 2 is any C excep t 
I g/ . 
-in clc2v .... sequences a) i f c l i s/p,t,k,f or v/ c2 is / r/ 
b) if c l i s Isl c2 is /p,t,or k/ 
c) i f cl is /m/ c2 is /f / 
/ n/ /s or k/ 
-in clc2c3v ... sequences cl is / s/, c2 is /p ,t or k/ and c 3 is Ir/ 
-in ... vclc 2 sequences the following combinations occur: 
a ) cl Isl c2 /p or t/ 
ISi /k/ 
b ) cl Ir / c2 /r ( +(d ] ) , m,n, l ,p,t or k / 
c) cl /ml c 2 / v / ( + [ b ] ) or /ml 
/ n / / r / c+ [ d ]) or /n/ 
/ n / +[()] / k / 
The mos t common s yllable type appearing i n our data is CVC. 
Note: We did find one example of $VCCC$ i n the word ma~s tr 'teacher' 
but t hi s is suspec t a s native s i n ce a l l other Rutes words r educ e the 
Latin clus ter 'str' to 'st' when word f inal, e . g., Lat . nostra>no s t , 
I 
Lat. fenes tr a>fansst (Sect. 2 .2.2 above ) , Na poletano also shows clus ter 
I 
reductien and h as maesta. 
In the corpus examined, the maximum medial consonant cluste r observed 
( that is a cros s sy l lable boun ary c lusters) was CC. 
Words reache d a maximum of 4 syllables i n l ength - we had t wo examples 
of t his maximum k.araun~ ' coal ~n' and lag an atu r ' r olling-pin' - a lthough 
t he mos t common word l en gth i s ffio nosyl l abi c . 
The naximum ' vowel s e.quence cbs e -: · 2i ~-as 1.-V- VY., where X a nd Y 
I 
I 
I 
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represent any or no C segments. The sequence was not very connnon 
and the following combinations were noted: 
a+ e/ (2) 
' 
/ 
a + i (2) V) (2) ' , a + u , i + a (2) 
/ 
i + a (1) » u + a (1) 
The parenthetical numbers refer to the number of instances of each. 
6.5 Word Stress (see Appendix for illustrative examples) 
Stress is phonologically significant in Rutts as its placement is 
not predictable. We make this observation without reservation for di-
and tri-syllabic words and extrapolate to four syllable words because, 
as indicated above, our corpus only contains two four syllable words. 
The most connnon stress pattern for trisyllabic words is oxytonic. 
In our citation forms we mark (primary) stress with an acute accent 
on the stressed vowel, only on polysyllabic words containing two or 
more stressable vowels (see Table XI). It will be remembered that 
/a/ cannot carry stress. 
We have observed secondary stress only in compound words such as those 
referring to the days of the week still containing the reflex of the 
Latin word dies 'day' and the two four-syllable words,which arealso 
compounds. We have marked this secondary stress with a grave accent. 
6.6 Distinctive Feature Matrices of Rut~s Phonemes 
/ In Table XII we have attempted to analyse the Rutes phonemes in 
generative phonological terms. 
We have here included the phoneme /g/ although our discussion above 
(pp. 58-9) would perhaps suggest its omission, especially as we are 
unable, due to paucity of data , to integrate its (potential) 
alternations in our rules below. Thus we have enclosed it with a 
broken lined box in Table XII. 
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k 
r--, J j 1 A "' i p t ts C t; -' 1 g , f V s r m n n e E: a ~ 0 t1 a \...I 
I l 
I I 
I I 
l 
CONS + + + + + + I + ++ + +++++ + ,+ ,+ - - - - - - - - -
I I 
I I SYLL - - - - - - - , - 1- - - - - - - - - + + + + + +++ 
I 
I I 
SON - - - - - - - ,- ' - - +++++++ 
I I 
I I 
I I I ANT + + + - - - - ' - ,+(+) + - + + - + + -
I I 
I I COR - + + + - - + , - ,-(-) + + ++ - - + -
I I 
HI - - - + + + + ' + ' -(- ) - + 
I I 
+ + + + - - - + + -
MID - + + - + + 
BA - - - - - + - ' + :-<-) - - - - - - - - - ++++ -
' 
I I 
I 
NAS I + + + - - -I 
I I 
I I 
+ + + CONT - - - - - - - , - ,+ 
I 
VOIC - - - - - - + ' + ,- + 
D.REL - + '+ -) \ 
LAT - ++ 
-- _I 
, 
Table XII - RUTES DF MATRI CES 
: 
I 
r 
\ 
6.7 Some Phonological Rules 
,-
\. 
r 
\. \.. 
r 
\.. '-
PRl Umlaut 1. 
+·syll 
+hi -+ c1 (VC1) 
+mid 
PR2 Umlaut 2a - Vowel Epenthesis 
,-
: +svll 
., 
+hi 
r/J -+ 
-mid 
aba I 
+syl l 
-hi 
+mid 
aba 
PR3 Um1=aut. 2b - Stress Advancement 
PR4 Umlaut 2c - Vowel Reduction 
PRS 
+syll 
+mid 
Fi nal Vowel 
+syll 
+hi 
-hi 
-mid 
- ba 
Reduc t i on / Delet ion 
-+ 
thJ 
- ba I 
+syll 
+hi 
-mid 
II 
+syll 
+hi 
-mid 
II 
+syll 
+syll 
+hi 
-mid 
II lie 
+mid 
-mid (/J Elsewher e 
PR6 Voice Assimilat ion 
G 41 
ts dz -syll 
V '-" 
-+ 
s z +nas 
f V 
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PR7 De-spirantisation 
+syll 
-syll 
+cont [-cont] 
+nas 
+voic 
PRB De-sonoran tisation 
I -syll -syll +son 
+son -+ tsonJ 
-lat 
-lat GsylJ 
+nas 
PR9 Devocalisation 
+cons 
+syll tsylJ +hi 
+hi -+ -cons tsyl] 
+ba 
+ba +b2. 
-voic 
PRlO Velarisation (Optional ) 
-syll -cons 
-son +son 
[+syll] 
+cont +hi 
+voic +ba 
Note: PRl and 2 contain the segment 
+syll 
+hi 
-mid 
• This is our abs tract 
tmderlying umlaut-inducing vowel which we have represented 
as 'I' in Chapt. 2 above (see note 10). 
A Sample Derivation 
PR2 PR3 PR4 PR5 PR7 
, , , 
' ti8mvl I tiamvl tiamv(a) tiamb ' t i me' t£mvl: t1£mvl 
I 
I 
! 
LI 
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We note that PRlO, an op t ional rul e, may in some way help to explain 
the 'jump' from [y] to [v] . It is obvious tha t [w] provides the 
feature and/or phonetic link between labial and ve lar points of 
articulation. 
42 
6.8 Two Morphophoaological Rules 
Under PR7 and 8 we have also covered the phone t ic chan ge that 
takes place in the initial consonant of certain Feminine plurals 
(we avoid saying Feminine nouns as ther e ar e t hose which we have called 
mixed gender - se.ct. 4. 4 above). It would be convenient to be able 
to include these no\llls as being subj ect to the said P rules. It 
appears impossible to state the environment in purely phonological 
terms, however. The only alt ernative is to refer t o morpho l ogical 
classes, thus: 
MR 1 
- -
/v/ [b] 
[ti ___ ] 
/r/ [d] Class X noun base43 
-
MR 2 
-
-
- syll 
-
- - -
- son [+ long] ra# UI ] 
Cl as s X noun base43 
- cont 
[+ voic] lat! 
- voic ..._ 
-
._ 
-
.__ 
-
42. Anderson (1974) discusses three dif f erent types of r ules which he 
says are to be f ound in the phono logy of a language - mo r pholexical 
rules, phonological r ules and phone t i c rules (p. xiv). Our P rules 
include the las t two types and we f eel our M rules a r e perhaps of his 
first type. 
43. Those of Table X above. 
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APPENDIX 
I List of Rutes words appearing in above text phonemically 
transcribed. The Roman numerals fo llowi ng some entries refer to the 
chart in which these entries appear a nd thus the dec lens ion t ype. 
I Rutes 
ad 
, . 
ain 
al 
, 
an~at 
f 
ancin 
/ 
(ia) 
ap t:rt (VII ) 
/ 
ara.J.. 
at (X) 
( 
acir 
, 
aostI 
/ 
auct:11 
I barba 
, 
barbet 
bEl 
b:::>n (VII) 
I buton (III) 
, 
fa sol (VI) 
, 
fatija 
fats 
V 
(ia) 
faroc (VIII) 
fibja 
fj or (III) 
f:::>kl 
Gloss 
have (I) 
lamb 
rooster 
swollen 
hook 
open 
braying 
cat 
to kill 
August 
bird 
beard 
chin 
beautiful 
good 
button 
bean 
to work 
do (I) 
fierce 
buckle 
river 
fire 
I Rutes 
fornI 
f:::>rt 
£ravel 
f r erl 
(I) 
(VIII ) 
fre Jk (VI I) 
£rev 
f . / UJ l 
gol (II) 
goc 
dalos (VI I) 
dovan (VII I) 
j ank 
. , J a stuma 
jat 
jac 
j enar 
j ::>kl (I) 
jonn (VII) 
j:::>rnI (I) 
. , JUma.r 
katf (x) 
Gloss 
oven 
str ong 
strawberry 
co l d 
coo l 
fever 
to f lee 
t h r oat 
drop 
jealous 
young 
white 
to blaspheme 
breath 
ice 
son-in- law 
flake 
game 
blonde 
day 
river 
cage 
n 
' Rutes 
kainat 
kan 
' kanaron 
' kannel (II / X) 
kap (X) 
\ I karaunar 
Gloss 
brother-in- law 
dog 
windpipe 
candle 
head 
coalman 
karav6n (III) coal 
kaver hot 
kavets6n (III) shoe 
ker (VII) 
kest (VII) 
kolI (I) 
kokI (I) 
kor (III) 
kor 
lorn (v) 
that 
this 
neck 
cook 
heart 
tail 
horn 
korpl (VII) body 
kart (vrr) 
krap 
krer 
kroc (IV/X) 
kuanr 
kuat 
kul6r (III) 
kurej 
kurtelI (I) 
short 
couple 
goat 
to believe 
cross 
how many? 
four 
colour 
belt 
knife 
' Rut e s 
lagena tur 
lagena 
l e t I (I) 
l even (V) 
l onk (VII) 
lopI (I ) 
' maes tr (VI ) 
man 
mel 
msrek (VI ) 
m€ re 11 (I ) 
melI (I ) 
' \ mSrkur1.I 
mes (III) 
me t 
malon (III ) 
mfonnI 
mfosI 
Gloss 
r ol ling-pin 
lasagne 
bed 
f irewood 
l on g 
wolf 
t eacher 
hand 
apple tree 
doctor 
blackbird 
a pple 
Wednesday 
mont h 
t o put 
melon 
deep 
wet 
to mix 
monek (II) nun 
mone k (VI) monk 
mort 
, 
muta 
nas 
n£sper 
(VII) dead 
to change 
nose 
fog 
medlar 
70 
71 
, 
Rutes Gloss 
, 
Rutes Gloss 
nevar (VII) black peJ (III ) fish 
napot (III) nephew petI (I) breast 
napot (IV) niece pct an (III) comb 
nir nest paparol (VI) chi li 
nom name parmon {II I) ltmg 
nor sister-in-law paroyI fleas 
(VII) , (III ) pigeon nost our pie.on 
noc (IV) nut polac (III) louse 
rot ( IV) night portI ( I) port 
rov (VII) new pots 
V 
(ia) can (I) 
nsenI lap povar po-0r 
pret (II) s tone 
om ( III) man 
prevat (VI) priest 
osI (V) bone 
I • pun1a fist 
o rtI (V) garden 
o~I ( I) eye rarak root 
ovI (V) , ( I) egg rasolI r azor 
r c: bat ( VI) deb t 
pants belly 
...., 
ren (III) kidneys, back 
pa.A straw 
rc:nr (III) tooth 
, 
parla to speak 
retI (V) finge r 
pekar sheep 
ralor (III) pain 
pcl ( IV /X) skin 
ramor ( III) noise 
pel (VI) hair 
ranar money 
pc:n (X) feather 
ranot;I ( VJ knee 
per ( III) foot 
raretI right 
11 per ( VD pear 
. ...., , (III) kidney rinon 
~rr to lose 
ric to say 
pes ( VU weight 
.I 
, 
Rutes 
rijun 
roj (VII) 
ros (VII) 
ro s (VII) 
rot (IV/X) 
rot (II) 
roe (VI II) 
rospl (I) 
, 
rumenak 
t 
rurmi 
rutes (VIII) 
sank 
sac (ia) 
sem (III) 
sek (VII) 
serp (IV) 
si.A{its 
._,, 
, 
skarpelI 
skol 
sk.rof 
soker (II) 
sokar I (I) 
sol (VII) 
sor ac (III) 
sonI (I) 
s orr (VII) 
soJI 
Gloss 
fast 
two 
red 
big 
dowry 
wheel 
sweet 
toad 
Sunday 
to sleep 
Grottamin. 
blood 
know (I)' 
seed 
dry; thin 
snake 
hiccup 
chisel 
school 
s ow 
s ister-in-law 
brother-in- law 
a lone 
mouse 
SO\llld 
deaf 
breath 
, 
Rutes 
s~c (VI) 
I 
spar-a 
spork (VII) 
spos (VI) 
stort (VII) 
stret (VII) 
suer 
J kaf 
J kum 
temvI (I) 
ter 
tetl (I) 
tije1 ex> 
t onn (VII) 
t or (IV/X) 
t:>rlI 
t:>st (VII) 
tronI (V) 
, 
truva 
tsep (X) 
v 
t;av (X) 
tjen (VII) 
yes 
~onnnl 
~opI (I) 
Gloss 
associate 
to hope 
dirty 
husband 
crooked 
straight 
corktree 
' 
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box on ears 
foam 
time 
earth 
r oof 
ovenpan 
r ound 
t ower 
yolk 
hard 
thunder 
to find 
wedge 
key 
full 
church 
lead 
poplar 
~ot (VII) fat 
' 
Ii 
I Rutes 
;ovI 
cenar 
cer 
( IV /X) 
cErav (VI) 
cetI 
certs (X) 
._; 
cec (III) 
cakat 
caner ( VII) 
car ai,,elI (V) 
cimac 
cink 
I llllEl (X) 
vaAJn (III) 
vas 
ven (II) 
venn 
vmrI (I) 
vE:rm (III) 
verr (VIII) 
verav (II) 
veravI (I) 
veJkav (VI) 
vet 
vev 
.-vannin 
I 
vare 
Gloss 
nail 
ash 
to yield 
deer 
quiet 
oak 
chickpea 
blind 
tender 
brain 
bedbug 
five 
skirt 
boy 
kiss 
vein 
to sell 
wind 
worm 
green 
widow 
widower 
bishop 
old 
to drink 
grape-harvest 
to see 
I Rutes 
vit 
voj 
vok ( II/X) 
vo.skI 
vot (IV /X) 
votI ( I) 
votI (V) 
vets 
v 
voe 
vov ( III) 
vrats 
...,, 
vret; (II/X) 
vretI 
vrokall 
I 
vus1.k 
Gloss 
vine 
tee.ay 
mouth 
wood 
barrel 
vow 
elbow 
crop 
voice 
ox 
arm 
ear 
glass 
broccoli 
navel 
bladder 
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